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First Christmas Shopping Day Prompts Brisk Sales
The traditional first-day-of-theChrtstmas-shopping-season lived up to
its billing as a busy shopping day here
Friday as local merchants throughout
Murray reported brisk sales.
The first day after Thanksgiving is
usually regarded as one of the busiest
shopping days of the year - hearalding
the beginning of the Christmas shopping season.
"We're loaded., it's one of the biggest
shopping days we've had this year,"
Russell Dowdy, owner of Uncle Jeff's
on South 12th Street in Murray said
Friday afternoon.

Uncle Jeff's carries a range of
merchandise and houses a sporting
goods department and pharmacycamera supply section, and Dowdy
reported most shoppers he saw appeared to be "Christmas shopping
strictly!'
James Tallent, who manages another
large variety store in Murray, Big K,
said sales there were running "average
to above average" compared to the
same time last year.
"We've been pretty busy.. steadily
rushed," Tallent said. He added,"Although Christmas shopping has
--

been going on for several months now,
you can tell a tremendous difference
the day after Thanksgiving."
Sam Smith, manager of Roses,
another large variety store in Murray,
said pre-Christmas sales "seem to be
breaking loose."
He indicated that
during a remote radio broadcast
Thanksgiving Day, a member of
shoppers interviewed at Roses were
from out of town. He said the postThanksgiving shopping rush will extend
through this weekend.
Buddy Buckingham, president of the
Merchants
Murray
Downtown

Association, reported "good traffic all
day" in businesses around the courtsquare and in smaller shopping centers
in Murray. "People are out and
shopping and it should be a good
weekend," Buckingham said.
Jim Johnson, executive vice
president of Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, said, "If
yesterday (Thanksgiving Day) is any
indication, I expect a good shopping
season. It was one of the busiest
Thanksgiving shopping days I've
seen." Some stores were open
Thanksgiving afternoon.

'Johnson said for local merchants, the
Christmas buying season represents 34
percent of their annual sales volume.
That will account for an estimated $39.4
million in retail sales, Johnson said,
making a prediction based on past
retail sales.
The Chamber executive vice
president said shoppers appear to be
buying "the more expensive items"
this year.
Both Tallent and Smith said toys, the
traditional mainstay of Christmas, are
selling well. Among the big sellers are
games-and- uthel toys -based on 'the

"Star Wars" theme, both said.
Most stores in Murray will be extending their hours for Christmas
shoppers
According to Buckingham, most
stores associated with the Downtown
Merchants Association will be staying
open on Sunday from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
and most have agreed not to open on
Dec. 24. He indicated that beginning
Dec. 15 through Dec. 23, most stores
will be open every night except Sundays. He said some stores "will be
opening every evening starting thefirst
-0-1Wce
F.

Experts Divided On How This
'Christmas Season Will Turn Out

FARM-CITY WEEK.- This is farm-City Week, which emphasizes the close ties that rZiral and urban people have.
As part of their observation of the week, Calloway County. Farm Bureau sponsored free coffee at Trenholm's
Restaurant on Chestnut the day before Thanksgiving. Pictured having coffee there (from left) is Carman Parks,
president of Farm Bureau, Ray Broach with farm Bureau, Dr. jack Rose,superintendent of Calloikay County Schools,
Hess Darnell, a county farmer, Terry Broach with Farm Bureau and Charlie Lassiter, transportailon anti pupil per- •
sonnel supervisor with Calloway County School System. The national observation of Farm-City Week is highlighted
each year with the Thanksgiving holiday.

By KRISTIN GOFF
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP) At the official
start of the best retail sales season,
experts are divided on how profitable
this Christmas shopping season will be.
It's an annual game. The nation's
shopkeepers stocking their shelves try
to guess what and how much consumers
are likely to buy. Manufacturers setting
production schedules try to figure out
how much to produce.
But this year, analysts say, a variety
of factors make trends unusually difficult to project.
"I think everybody is up in the air
about Christmas," says Suzanne
Holmes, a retail analyst at Lereb
Rhoades Hornblower & Co. She notes
that retailers, with some exceptions,
are paring back on inventory increases.
After three years of strong Christmas
Sales, she believes industry sales in the
final quarter this year will slow, along
with the general slowing of thee
economy.
The investment firm projects that
retail sales, adjusted for inflation, in
the quarter including the Christmas
season will increase about 2 percent
above the level of 1977, far less than the
9 percent jump a year earlier.

Despite increases in prices and
projections for a slower economy,
recent government reports also indicate a substantial rise in personal
income and an apparent willingness of
consumers to continue buying and
going into debt to do so.
But whether reports based on
October and November figures will
hold true for December is questionable.
Economists at J. Henry Schroder Bank
& Trust Co. note that consumer installment credit has continued to increase, but the rate of gain has slowed
from 1.2 percent in August and September to 1.0 percent for the week of
Oct. 11 and 0.6 percent during the week
of Nov. 11. "If in fact-we -are seeing a
meaningful trend, it should indicate
some softening in the outlook 'for
consumer spending," the Schroder
Report notes.
In other business developments this
past week:
-The cost of borrowing continued to

rise. Major banks increased their
prime lending rate from 11 percent to
11% percent - the 14th time this year
the prime has been raised. And there
were indications the Federal Reserve
Board had furthered tightened the rate
it charges member banks for loans.
-Coastal States Gas Corp. announced an agreement with the
People's Republic of China to begin
importing oil early next year.The
Houston-based firm is the first U.S.
company to import oil from the
Chinese. for the purchase of more than
3.6 million barrels of oil.
The announcement said the
agreement is unique for the Chinese
government In that Its previous
agreements to sell crude oil have been
with other countries -on a governmenttogov,ernment
-Tiffany & Co., the swank New York
jeweler, and Avon Products Inc., which
specializes in door-to-door cosmetic
sales, announced a proposal to merge.

Stalled Mideast Peace
Talks May Begin Again

Bank and Gaza - which Israel accepts
CAERO, Egypt (AP) - Egyptian
- as a,aasis for peace talks that might
diplomats are drafting a policy
be resumed in Washington."
statement on the U.S.sponsored peace
On Tuesday, the Israeli Cabinet
, treaty with Israel that could clear the
accepted
the U.S. draft, including a
way for resumption of stalled peace
passage setting a loose target date for
talks in Washington, the semiofficial
the start. of talks aimed at arrangLng
Cairo newspaper Al Ahram said today,.
---A
trzun sa -t-gy
--iit,e--;zsaid-c
ar ---sWorj*Testieffefir
on the occupied 'West Bank of the
---""commission for peace negotiations"
Jordan River and in the Gaza Strip. The
*would
complete
an
official
been shuttled from Jonestown, 150
"When we got to the site, an initial
Ry GEORGrESPER.
Authorities say about 180 of the
target for talks is one month after the
memorandum
orf
the
American
draft
miles
look
at
the
area
northwest
of
did,
not
tend
to
indicate
Associated Press Writer
liere,and more than
victims 'were under the age of 15.
signing of the Israeli-Egyptian accord.
treaty within the "next few hours."
400 have been airlifted from here to. tp us there were appreciably more," he
GEORGETOWN, Guyana (AP) "The Tinal figure could fluctuate up
-president Anwar -saiut -,04/Freviiii----- -Israel -vetoed-Sadat's demand- theU.S. troops wearing surgical masks and ,Or down.a_levz_bodies,.but_through the - Dover-Air-Feree-gase,--DeL-, MesLatelli
the commission's memorandum before.
the Peace Pact be linked to a specific
"Some layers of the bodies were
said. Medical teams at the Delaware
rubber f;Toves today removed the
recount we performed, we're fairly
timetable fOr implementing autonomy
*Ong
IF
to
President
Carter,
.
Al
base are -attempting to-identify-the
envered-by-blifa -and-other bodies
bodies of hundreds of newly-found
confident that there-Neill be no more
on the West Bank and in Gaza. The
____ -Ahram said,
were on top of those layers. I have no
vid1nis of-the Jonestown nriass murderbodies„and prepare them for burial.
dramatic changes in the count," said
- Israelis fear protracted negotiations ost
Without
giving
a
source
for
its
report,
idea
how
Guyanese
the
officials made
suicide, and a spokesman said he was
Air Force Capt. John Moscatelli, a
the issue. or Palestinian refusal to
Al Ahram said Egypt was prepared to
Many of the cultists drank a cyanidetheir count, but I believe they did it in
"fairly confident" the death toll would
spokesman for the U.S. joint task force
accept self-rule, might give Egypt an
accept
"the
U.S.
draft
laced
Kool-Aid
timetable
for
out
to
the
mixture
ladled
good faith," he said.
stand between 750-780.
in Guyana.
excuse
to break the treaty.
them, but the poison leas administered
Moscatelli could not explain why the - start of negotiations regarding the West
The toll jumped from 408 Friday
He said three victims died of gunshot
to
infants
and
force-fed
to
unwilling
bodies were stacked face down, up to
when soldiers found the corpses of
wounds, including the Rev. Jim Jones,
members of the commune, said surthree deep, with blankets between them
children and small persons lying three
the founder of the Peoples Temple cult
vivor Odell Rhodes, 36, of Detroit.
deep under other victims of the
in some cases. Rhodes said sect
who led the murder-suicide after a
Moscatelli said the initial body count
ritualistic death rite performed by
members were falling and dying in
group of his followers allegedly killed a
was provided by the Guyanese
members of the California-based cult
various positions when he fled,. but he
California congressman, a defecting
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Two
total budget? It's nice to have a motion
government before U.S. officials
said it was possible someone relast Saturday.
cultist and three newsmen.
legislators
say state lawmakers likely
arrived
at
picture commission to try and bring
Jonestown
last
Tuesday.
arranged the bodies.
Ptolemy Reid, Guyana's deputy
will find "fat" in the state budget that
motion
picture industry into Kentucky,
prime minister, told the Parliament of
they overlooked a few months ago
but is that not a fringe that perhaps we
this former British colony Friday that
during the special session next month.
need to look a little bit closer at?" he
the death count was 775 and that 103
And the fat, along with surplus state
said.
. sect members were unaccounted for.
revenue, problay will mean tax cuts
Kitrem said he believes that people
He said the government believed that
later moved to, for Kentuckians, according to Sen.
but
Indianapolis
are more concerned about how their tax
RUSSELLVILLE, Ky. (AP) -- A
950 members of the cult were in Guyana
David Karem and Rep. Bob Beifton,
money is spent than about massive tax
Logan County man awaited ward today • California -after joining the religious
and added that 72 cultists were found
group.
both of Jefferson County.
cuts.
tin whether his relatives were among
alive at the group's Georgettiviri center.
Stahl said Alford Stahl's daughter,
But the two said they also expect the
-And I thiuk.the people are expecting
the more than 775 members of thc
Thirty-two Jonestown, survivors have
grader,
and
second
Lynn,
a
Bonnie
By The Associated Press
Assembly to take a,cautious
General
clear answers...about how their tax
-Peoples Temple who were victims of a
some
been
found.
Reid
speculated
that
With two days left of the
another daughter, Cathy Stahl Barrett,
and deliberate approach to Lt. Gov.
dollars are spent, and if they are not
mass suicide in Guyana.
have been travelling in
her husband, Ken, and their daughter
Thanksgiving holiday • weekend, cultists may
Thelma Stovall's tax-cut package.
spent properly, then yes, they do want
other
parts
of
the
country
at
the
time
of
John W. Stahl of Auburn said Frida)
also were members of the commune but
Kentucky traffic accidents had claimed
The comments came during a taped
cuts," he said.
ritual.
that his brother, Alford Richmond
are unaccounted for.
seven lives, state police said today. -- the morbid
intervieew for WHAS-TV's "News
said
U.S.
helicopters
have
Moscatelli
Stahl, and sister-inlaw, Carol Stahl.
Stahl declined to discuss the matter
The fatalities raised the 1978 state
Conference," which will be aired
have been tentatively identified among
further, saying he was awaiting adfatality count to 779, compared with 865 been flying over dense jungle of norSunday."I think we've got to.. look at
Guyana,
near
Jonestown,
to
theastern
the victims.
ditional information from the State
through the same period a year ago.
what we're spending our money on,"
On S
10 Pages s
search for other survivors. Guyanese
Stahl said both his relatives were
Department
Officers said Scott Abney, 22, of Estill
Benson said.
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in
the
troops and police are assisting
members of the San Francisco-based
"I've just been waiting and hoping,
County, and Jack Frazier, about 21, of
"You know, it's nice to have an office
8,9
Classifieds
search.
cult headed by the Rev. Jim Jones. He
really." Stahl Said Friday night. "I'm
Dayton, Ohio, were killed early Friday
in Brussels (Belgium), but can we
8
Comics *
More than 600 bodies already have
said his brother was originally from' Just anxious to find out all I can..."
when their car went over an ernafford to do that when we look at, the
8 10
_ hanitment- orritentrreky 52 and struck
2
CmasrsAwb°bPd
De
y
several trees. The accident-occurred
10
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near the western limits of Irvine shortly
4
Dr. Lamb
after midnight, but was not discovered
2
Horoscopes
until after 7 a.m., police said.
2
Local Scene
paroled in 1933.
Police identified the victims of
Opinion Page
4 happens. I keep hoping, but it's mighty
started working in the outside," Gant
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) - He's
He was in and out of prison through
Thursday's Mountain Parkway mishap
7
s
Opuotrdtosor Lore dt;
said. "But there's some kind of wash up
hard. I know I got a problem; but I
technically a free man. But Joe Gant
as Dewey 'Gayheart, 28, Geraldine cannot leave the Kentucky State
1937, mainly for parole violations and
about me getting a job. Maybe nobody
wants to get out. I don't want to die in
Gayheart, 27, and Terisa Lynn
burglary.
don't want a man my age."
here."
Penitentiary, where he has served time
Gayheart, 1, all of Price, Ky., in Floyd
Gant said he stayed out Of trouble
off and on since 1932, until he has a job.
Gant said he is healthy and strong
Gant, who is now paid about ;15 a
County; and Judith C. Rogers, n, of
from that year until 1956, when he was
Before Gant, who was granted a
and may ac)ally be younger than he
month,said he doubts that he is eligible
Ypsilanti, Mich.
convicted of murder in Hopkins County.
parole almost six months ago, can
thinks he is.
for
Social Security, but said -he had not
Police said that 14 persons were in the
He was given death in the electric chair
leave the prison, he must have a job
"My mother said I was born Dec. 10,
looked into it.
Increasing cloudiness and cool
two vehicles, which collided head-on
but won a new trial and received life.
approved by the Kentucky Parole
1907. My father said I was born in 1910.
He said he is barred by the parole
today. Highs in the mid to upper
about 6:30 a.m. near the Wolfe-Morgan
Gant was paroled in 1968; he said he
Beard, a condition required of all
But it seems to me like my mother
board frOm living in his home town of
40s. Cloudy with rain likely
county line, about 13 miles east of
worked "pretty steady on the streets"
a blebodied parolees.
would've known the right date," he
Earlington in Hopkins County and
tonight and continuing- on SunCampton. Both cars caught fire and
until he was imprisoned formaliciously
said.
"
several other place: where he lived and
day. Loys tonight in the upper 30s
police said the four victims apparently
Cant, who is nearly 71, has made
cutting and wounding a man in
worked while on parole or free from a
to low 40s. Highs Sunday in the
Gant has,a reputation of being a good
burned to death
several job applications, mainly for
Paducah four years ago.
prison sentence between 1932 and 1974,
upper 40s
construction worker; he does painting,
Jimmy Keen, 38, of Scottsville, was
He served out the last term, and the
construction work, his main job at the
- The probahtlitV rgTreciplIttiOn
carpentry work and hod cetuipg.
killed late WedneSday when the tractorhe Leceivr.1 .W.illtegt sedum...
poison.
noarelkin.June; parnipettrimotrthe
Gant, convic d of a burglar in _Ilk.lila/Arra
is 30- pogeput
'en"do Tara
-- anybody.
-trailer rig ha was driviag wont eut-of • IPLYeati, / gets tinsWerilrom people'
or-eat Sunday.
shoveled coet-wittrva tifirgeObp Yeery—EarlInferifl.itarginanCialalWatalecontrol oak,S471Lua' sitta f hp1Lisita.44...,,
-lie tiecameeligible to leàre Eddriiile
risis4t-wreate-vne--to "Writ for
prison for 3(1 months in 1932. He was
day for 11 years at this place before I
Seo(tsvillei officers =dd.'
Iii July if he had an approved job.
them, he said. "But nuthin' ever
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Department- of
urray Woman's Club will
ve a luncheon meeting at
club house at eoon.
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Maadoy. November 27
Nearby,November 27
Hazel Baptist C1urctiV/1111.1
Parents Anonymous is
will have a mission study at scheduled to meet at 7.15 p.m.
the church at 7 p.m. with Jean at the Immanuel Lutheran
Richorsostietaaeb-tke-boalt.
-Church-, --tItti and Main
Streets, Murray. For inMemorial Baptist Church formation call 759-1792 or 753Women will have a study of 9261.
the foreign rriissi9n book,
"Brazilian Obsession," at 7
Humane Society will meet
p.m. Other churches are in- at 7 p.m. at the Cornm&nity
vited to attend as guests.
Room, Murray Federal
Savings, and Loan, 7th and
Arts and crafts class for Main Streets, with Dr. C. G.
Creative Arts Department, senior citizens and interested Warner, Jr., as speaker on
Murray Woman's Club, is adults will be at St. John's "First Aid For Animals" and
7
scheduled to meet at 9:30 a.m. Center, 1620 Main Street, at
refreshments to be served. All
call
transportation
For
p.m.
at the club house.
interested persons invited.
753-0929 by 3 p.m.
League of Women Voters
will meet at 8 p.m. on second
floor of Ordway Hall, Murray
State University, with current
programs of the TVA and the
progress of the TV InterLeague Council to be
discussed. All interested
persons are invited.

Visitors may watch cook.s
Nrepare the Thankg)ving
dinner using the tools and
cooking resources of the midThe
century- at
19th
Homeplace-1850. Land Between the Lakes,from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m.
Mosulay,November 21
Recovery. Inc., is scheduled
to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Health Center, North 7th and
Olive Streets, Murray.

Christmas
Open House

Sunday, November 26
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

a..
duaituti

Fkileer: and
Greenhouse

917 Coldwater

753-3880
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ANY SUNDAY...1
With any meal, during November! Build
your own — with chocolate, strawberry,
butterscotch, or pineapple syrups, nut or
coconut sprinkles!
Try our newest taste treat.
Golden Fasts of Chicken'. just 52 49'

-Tiloadayiralatioaabois-laPhebitin Sunday School
Clam, Opal Howard, Teacher.
of First Baptist Church *Ill
meet at 7 p.m. at the home et
Mrs. Clyde Miller, 1612
Sycamore Street.
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DEAR JEALOUS: Tell Ralph that you aren't interested
in listening to all that garbauf, and if he insists on telling
you anyway, walk away anci letiiim talk to himself. You may
raise his blood pressitre a few points, but atienst you'll keep
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Special
All Day Friday
And Saturday
FISH
SANDWICHES

This Week's
looney Tame
Glass is
''Porky Pig"

Price

SACIAVIAC'
753-9002
.641 North
A..-

FREE CHIMNEY INSPECTIONS

Magic Hat Chimney Sweeps

HEAVEN
WAIT
CAN
WARREN 1/UUE
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FOR SUNDAY,NOVEMBER
1976
FOR MONDAY,NOVEMBER 2'7, WS
Dexter Senior Citizens will
What kind of day will goal, then throw all your
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
What kind of day will jeopardizing a long-term
tomorrow be? To find out what energy behind an organized tomorrow be'? To find out what relationship.
Center.
the stars say,--rooid- the pion of action.
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth VIRGO
SCORPIO
MILS Center will be open
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) DP titl forecast given for your birth (Oct, 24 to Nov. fl)
Sign.
Sign.
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. fur
Someone of the opposite sex
You enjoyed social butactivities by the Murray ARIES
is concentrating on thoughts of
tying this past weekend
ARIES
Senior Citizens with devotion I Mar. 21 to Apr.. `40)
you - where you went, what
buthad best alight and settle
Y6
.
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
at 10:05 a.m., program by
Be realistic in your ex- you did together. Mental
to a serious project
down
Your schedule is jammed.
Calloway County Public pectations and you will be telepathy may give you a
today. This work can't wait
a
do
to
refuse
don't
so,
Even
Library at10:30 a.m.,lunetrat delighted by the way things message.
small favor. It could provide longer.
noon, and band practice at 1 go. Anticipate more than ill LIBRA
art:ri
just the opening you've been SAGITTARIUS
realistically possible, and (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) TiefitN
You are bored with life and waiting for.
disappointment will follow.
Don't start that book or you
tempted to drop out of your TAURUS
Quota Club is scheduled to TAURUS
won't accomplish a thing. As a
b€-?
21)
May
to
21
Apr.
-meet at Triangle Restaurtnt Apr. 21 to May 21) 6441:17 usual circle to seek solitude.
Don't let a glib date flatter bookaholic, you should never
There is a great deal more Don't become too much of a you into an embarrassing start reading until there is
at 12 noon.
or for too long.
loner
going for you today than would
situation. Keep a cool head free time for it - else work
Murray TOPS Club will have seemed possible last SCORPIO
instead of letting your heart will wait.
CAPRICORN
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health week at this time. Success is ( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
make a foolish decision..
Avoid a person who is unvery close.
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)V
(
Center.
GEMINI
Your warm and loving
GEMIN!
pleasant and inconsiderate. ( May n to June 21 ingi
rEverytime you two meet, you A disappointment is only a nature will earn a new friend
An exhibit by the Murray (May n to June 211
If you need help, don't
hope for dig best - but it temporary setback. Get in today. The mood is romantic,
State University Art Faculty
throw
never happ(ns.
will open at the Clara M. hesitate to ask for it, but be
fighting trim again, and you and you may very well
winds.
the
to
caution
selective.
Don't
tell
your
SAGITTARIUS
•
will have another chance to
Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
(Nov. 23 to Dec._ 214
State troubles indiscriminately.
- -win- when round No. 2 comes AQUARIUS
Murray
Center,
is
—Unlimited(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Don't drive yourself so hard up.
University, and will continue CANCER
Don't say Yes when deep
(June 22 to lily 23) albe) that you have no time for CANCER
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
until Dec. 19.
Study the road map
.at the social hall of the First
friends or family. Love and (June 22 to July 23) eel° down you.realize you want to
carefully before you plan a
united Methodist Church. For
friendship can't be neglected. Determination pays off say No. The wrong answer
Orson Welles' film,"Citi?en new course of
action. The
They need. attention to today, winning others to your now will just entangle your
information call 753-3812.
Kane'.',.. will be shown in (he turns you take will
determine
flourish.
point of view. A golden op- emotions needlessly.
International Film Festival at how your journey ends.
PISCES
CAPRICORN
portunity may be at hand.
Tuesday, November 28
the Murray State Student LEO
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XCr
22
(Dec.
to
20)
Jan.
LEO
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
Center Auditorium from 1:30 1July 24 to Aug. 23)4124
An unexpected telephone
Your confidence gets a boost (July 24 to Aug. 23)12
the Woodmen of the World will
to 3:30 p.m., and at 7 p.m. At Instead of feeling blue
when someone you always You may not solve your own call may bring you news about
meet at the home of Jean
the latter a speaker and because a cherished project
assumed to be cool, confident problems today, but you can someone you have loved for
Richerson at 7 p.m.
panelists will be featured.
didn't work out, set a new
and poised admits to feeling lend good advice to others. many years. You are among
self-conscious with people.
Where personal affairs are the first to know.
Oak Grove Baptist Church
AQUARIUS
concerned, give your mind
WMU will meet with Clara
YOU BORN TODAY are
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)''•
time to clear before taking an
Jean Paschall at 7 p.m.
unusually versatile with many
A delightful young person irrevocable step.
talents that could lead you to
does something unusually VIRGO
Women's
Christian
success in a variety of fields.
thoughtful that makes you feel (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Fellowship of First Christian
and
loved, cherished and apinterests
It's important to make a Your
Church will meet at the
educational training could
preciated.
dress
so
impression,
good
church at 7 p.m. with Mrs. C.
PISCES
carefully, take extra pains make you a financial wizard, a
C. Lowry to speak on "The
(Feb.
to
20
Mar.
20)
with appuuance. Before this brilliant attorney, a dedicated
Buren
Abigail
Van
By
Result of An Irritation."
Don't jump to the wrong day is over you'll be glad you educator. You would be most
effective in a career that calls
conclusions about the persoii took the trouble.
who has been showering at- LIBRA
-ybur powers of persuasion into
Blood River Associational •
tention on you. The words may (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
play. Diplomacy might be
..-M" Night will be held at the
be flowery, but the sentiment
!Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Better get your priorities your calling. You have a deep
is sincere.
straight and decide whether a interest in music and the
at 7 p.m.
short-term fling is worth theater and enjoy travel.
YOU BORN TODAY will
lead a charmed life. Your
keen wit and delightful sense
of humor will win you many
DEAR ABBY: My husband thinks I'm jealous, and I think
Find out for certain if your chimney or
friends and admirers. No
I have a right to be. Here's the situation: Ralph is 58 and
Pueennw information 7533314
matter the problem, you will
works for a large company. There is a wyman in his departstove is coated with dangerously flammable
have the ability to see the
ment he keeps talking about. She's 50, married, vulgar and
creosote! This offer good in Calloway Counbright side, or find an amusing
loud-mouthed. Ralph tells me she has a crush on him but he
only!
ty
angle to lighten concern. You
claims he treats her like she's one of the guys: They talk
other
of
.
lot
a
and
week,
a
times
many
how
about sex,
are somewhat introspective
•
garbage.
and often find fault with
159-4818
When Ralph was home sick for a week, this hussy phoned
yourself, but at your exhim every day to see how he was. He laughed and hung on
Member Murray Chamber of Commerce
trovertish
you
best
can
do
no
the phone like a teenager while she told him the latest dirty. wrong in the eyes of your
-jokes thit were going around the olfice-.11 was disgusfiner friends.
She nicknamed him "Mr. Wonderful." and now he has such
Gold.Hown
a swelled head he's unbearable.
I have high blood pressure and she isn't helping it any.
Chevy Chose
What ghould I do. itanything.
JEALOUS

Mr. Wonderful
And Mrs. Awful

Bel-Air Center

Thru Thor
A
BLAZING

Your Individual
Horoscope

-4. • -If--

DEAR ABBY: 1 have a question which I am.sure has
many men in nu stage of life. ' ..
I am 70, healthy, and still sexually virile. Having been
_inarried to the _same_ woman _I9r 36 years_sex lias._ become_
somewhat of a humdrum affair. Yes,1 know what the sex
-- menuals-says"-Bring varietrinte-yesir-sex- life- try different
_positions, localities, etc....", but the fact remains, the best
apthrodisiac is land I hate to admit it/-a new woman, willing
.
and eager.from time to time, such a woman enters my life, and even
though I know I am being unfaithful and have some mild
pangs of conscience, I find it difficult to resist an occasional
extra marital affair.
To be perfectly candid, if my wife had an outside romance
occasionally, as long as the man was discreet and clean and,
of course, if I knew nothing about it -as I'm sure my wife
knows nothing .about my occasional flings -it wouldn't
. bother me too much.
What do you think. Abby?
VIRILE AT 70
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DEAR VIRILE: I think you have very neatly rationalized
your occasional infidelity, and you're looking to me for a nod
of approval. But the best 1 can do is "understand." Everyone
is accountable to his own conscience.

Ormays

F-

- Wheal-

"

DEAR ABBY:Just. read the letter from the motel worker
complaining about people who strip the rooms of sheets,
pillowcases, etc. My mom has always maintained that it's
okay to take the small ashtrays provided by restaurants and
motels if the name of the ustablishrnentis on it. She says.
"It's good advertising."
Is this accepted? It seems to make sense. But it also seems
•
like stealing. What do you say, Abby?
PALM SPRINGS
DEAR PALM: I say that taking anything without first.
asking the owner is stealing. If you want an ashtray -or
anything else.- ask to BUY it.
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
You're Never.TooYoung or Too Old." Send 11 with a long,
self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Delve,Beverly little, Calif. 90212.
TV SHOW EYES
SANTA'S SECRET
NEW YORK. (AP) - The
C US TOM
mystery of how a rotund Santa
.BIJ I LT
gets down a skinny chimney
K)TC:14 N
may be solved this Christmas
CA.344.T5
Eve by the residents of the
country's famous imaginary
thoroughfare,"Sesame Street."
With the help of his friends.
Big Bird attempts to uncover
the secret on a special holiday
ININtinit,
TV program sponsored by the
C L.4 rood
Children's Television Workshop
for the nation's public broadT?I1AIfTg
casting stations.
The huge yellow bird meets
with opposition from the disbelieving Oscar the Grouch, but
is encouraged by Kermit the
Frog, who tries to help ont by
Interviewing children to see if
they can explain how.Santa de- --livers his presents.
•
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You undoubtedly have a budget for your major
expenses — house,car, groceries. Each payday you
set aside a certain amount toward payment of these
Wis. The time has come for you to bUdget for energy,
too.
Set aside money for electricity out of each
paycheck. Then your monthly bill will be easier to
pay.
Now, while you're thinking about it, set up your
budget for the higher electric bills that cold weather
will bring.
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KENTUCKY BUSINESS SCENE
Is long-term

Energy Dept. Conducts Coal-Research

72) MAW-

The Kentucky Depaitment some 100 research projects
of Energy's '$3.4 million currently are underway at the
laboratory in Lexington, lab, said research is conopened in 1977, brought cerned with "providing stable
together Kentucky's scattered marketing for Kentucky's
coal research projects for the
those
expanding
coal,
first time since the state
markets, and_providing all the
started limited funding of such
resources needed - be they
projects in 1972.
Dr. Lee E. Brecher,director
human
technology
or
of the laboratory, noting that
resources - to support that

social butmst weekend
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rious project
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Prime Rate Up

20,w4

NEW YORK (AP ) Citibank, the nation's secondlargest bank, today raised its
prime lending rate by
percentage point to WI
percent.
That is the highest point in
four years for the interest
banks charge their best
corporate customers.
Other banks were expected
to follow the increase over the

and loving
a new friend
is romantic,
well throw
inds.
11
19)
when deep
you want to
ong answer
tangle your
y.

E na Parker & Julia Simpson

)(CI

The Sugar and Spice
Boutiquer, located in the
Dixieland Shopping Center,
opened its doors for business
November 1st.
The unique ladies store
carrying a wide selection of
lingerie and accessories, as
well as dresses and sportswear, is owned by Julia

PS

He noted such things as
manpower, technology concerning strip mine legislation,
how to meet the requirements
of the law, and technology that
relates to training people to
understand the law.
The lab also has developed a
computer program on slope

throughout Kentucky so that
people can walk into the
schools and access the
program directly. "They
bring in the physical
parameters describing the
structure :that they wish to
build, cohesiveness of the soil,
the angles of the slopes, and so
forth. They input that, and the
computer tells them whether
the slope will be stable or
unstabie," explained Dr.
Brecher.
A western Kentucky coal
reserve evaluation has just
been completed with the
Kentucky Geological Survey.
"Hopefully, energy planners
in the state, as well as local
companies, can use this in-

formation to tell them where
the coal is, how much is there,
and what are possible applications for it," said Dr.
Brecher.
A preliminary report on the
western Kentucky stedy will
be out by the end of the year.
Dr. Brecher believes the lab
also can be used to provide the
kinds of technical support
needed by industry throughout
Kentucky to use coal.
He cites small scale
fluidized-bed combustion units
that enable "a small industrial firm to provide its
process heat and,, steam
requirements in an acceptable
environmental fashien while
continuing to burn coal."
The lab also, of course, is
involved with long-range coal
gasification and liquefaction
projects. The whole thing (of

these projects is to use Kentucky coal to convert it to a
premium hydrocarbon and to
do all that within Kentucky
and exploit the economic
benefits of ...doing that," Dr.
Brecher said.

KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
THE MOVE LAST WEEK General market direction was
downward. Leading gainers:
Glenmore. ( AMEX) to 19%
from 18; Kentucky Utilities
( NYSE), to 19% from 18%;
Louisville Gas & Electric
(NYSE), to 21% from 20'78.
Greatest declines: Lincoln
Income Life(OTC), to 14 from
15; Reliance Universal(OTC),
/
2 from 13i/4; Humana
to 121
(NYSE),to 17from 18.

Turnbow Simpson. Also the most of," Simpson said.
associated with the store is
She also said she was very
Edna Parker.
happy with the response the
Simpson has a total of five community has shown her
years retail experience and new shop.
marks that as the reason she
went into business for herself.
Sugar and Spice Boutique is
"My children were older
and I wanted to go back to open 9 to 5 Monday through
work and this is what I knew Saturday and -1.-to 5 Sunday.

First Of Michigan
Reports Dividends Up

NS
ey or
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Coun-

A major part of the
remaining activity is concerned with the mining industry which will reflect
technology that can be used by
the industry today, Dr.
Brecher said.

stability which it hopes can be
used by industry. Dr. Brecher
hopes to have terminals
located-at community colleges

Sugar And Spice
Open In Dixieland
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next week.
The speed with which banks
match Citibank's lead maybe
tempered by the SiZe of the
increase. Banks usually increase their prime rates
point increments.
The prime rate is generally
charged on short term loans,
but an upward trend can indicate the course of longer
term loans.

industry."
He said about half of the
laboratory's activities are
demonstration projects, the
long range programs where
the "real payout in research
and demonstration will not be
until five and 10 years from
now."

Dean Ryan Of Ms. Shop

Ms.Shop Open

Dean Ryan has recently for all women,from casual, to
Fourth quarter revenues also 30, 1977. Net income was up 65 announced the opening of his dress, or hot fashion to conMorris Bilbrey, Branch
set a record.
servitive. We intend to
percent - $332,061 or 66 cents new shop at 214 N.15th:
Office Manager of the Murray
David
H.
Callaway, per share, compared to
Office of First of Michigan
The Ms. Shop, inside the specialize in personalized
Chairman of the Board and $200,774 or 40 cents per share
MODERN SPORTS CAR - The 1979 Mazda RX-7 i a true, high-performance Sports Car
New College Shop, .handles service," Ryan said.
Corp., and a vice-president of
that is also comfortable and luxurious. Standard equipment includes'AM 'FM stereo
womens fashions and acthe firm, has reported record John G. Martin, President, for the Fiscal 1977 fourth
reported that revenues for quarter.
radio with power antenna,full cut-pile caffseting, tinted glass and rear electric window
He also extends an inannual and 'quarterly gross
cessories.
Fiscal 1978 were $12,709,509 Callaway and Martin said
defroster. Air conditioning is optional and, on the GS model shown here, so are
revenues.
"We are a small shop now vitation for everyone to come
automatic transmission and sun root. '
First of Michigan Capital compared to Fiscal 1977's that securities commissions
but intend to have something see his new shop.
Corporation, whose principal $11,483,758. Net income was revenues for the fiscal year
subsidiary is First of $717,986, equivalent to $1.43 rose 18 percent, but revenues
per share, compared to from principal and un- Michigan Corporation, the
$784,743 or $1.56 per share for derwrlting transactions
largest Michigan - based
decreased 9 Percent due
underwriter of common stocks, 1977.,..
mainly to adverse market
.
and corporate and municipal
Increasingly, leasing is a
Corp., Louisville.
itself, it often passes along companies needing new out, it's an option that
For the thirteen weeks conditions during the year. method being used by corn. bonds, announced that conCF Leasing, a. sister corn- some of the benefits to the equipment. And as one becomes even more insolidated revenues• for the ended September 29; 1978, However, overall gross panies in Kentucky to acquire pany of Citizens Fidelity lessee through Jower lease_ .taisinessinp . yihn-:ce,ceig4-.44Erstin8.,...w.41.,A.C-AlkolltY,fifty-two weeks ended Sep- •4 agisolidated revenues were revenues fe_!_thAcal_ rat._ neie fwelipinam.---.- ........-----senklias• isonioftelfirtLifitEs.
'
'
'
1-a!'-'77-77 - • ......leaseirOistai&-tic.ket itenui Ihathe‘getS tight and Interest
hi
$3,I7 786 Veffirs
st
$2-,W,3E•for-1978 reaohed
a new historical y.
or
Practically-- adYnitdif'Youbu
si
ne
istiarire-msitielf
pointed rates go up.
L- like the ' In discus-4'41g
for his own
the benefits of ss
the quarter.ending September high Strong support :was.can name - vehicles cad" .Thz : sterilization
hitheaf in the fiirdi
equipment for a leasing, Deposito'noted that
provided by non-securities peters, heavy road graders, creamery
in Horse Cave and most leasing companies can
revenue sources. They said newspaper presses, milk the equipment that
makes' -'provide protection against
that they are very optimistic pasteurizing machines, oil master records
for a recor--obsoleseence----of---leased
about First of Michigan Cor- drill rigs, industrial sewing ding
studio in Nashville, Tenn. equipment; when better
poration's continued growth, machines-can be leased.
The firm specializes in equipment is available, &firm
pain-Wig-4d -that -the'
Several Kentucky banks leasing's so-called middle can receive credit for a porporation's permanent capital have
subsidiaries
that
market, where leased items tion of the lease payments
has exceeded $7 million for the specialize in leasing; a dozen
The Hartland Building
range from $100,000 to already made, plus the tradeRobert LaMastus. owner- particular concern to the first time.
or more national independent ;500,000. Small independent in value of the equipment,
304 N. 4th St.
Dividends of 45 cents per companies are active in
&anager, and Darryel Lee, industry.
fir-ins tend to handle the toward the cost of the'newer
153-8110
!credit reporting supervisor, of
This year, those topics in- share of common stock were Kentucky; and there are
smaller market, and the equipment.
declared
during
the Credit Bureau of Murray, cluded
the year. This literally hundreds of small
women
in
At the
-y least, leasing
national independents are
Inc., recently returned from a management,
fraud includes the regular semi- independent leasing firms
GEORGE UNDOLT
GENE LANDOLT
more usually involved in the offers a .her option to
annual
management
dividends aggregating throughout the state that may
three days'
prevention, credit and
million dollar leasing deals.
institute at Indiana Univer- collection legislation, business 20 cents per share, plus two specialize in one type of
The leasing industry itself is a
extra
dividends
Bloomington,
sity,
totaling 25 leasing, like., automobiles or
Ind.
growth and the economy.
farily young one, having been
The annual institute is Attendance this year included cents per share.
office equipment.
born somewhere in the early
The
local
sponsored by Associated
office of First of
It has been estimated that
1950s. Banks are even newer
Credit Bureaus, Inc., the approximately 130 asseriation Michigan Corp is located in about $20 billion worth of
to the field, with the first bank
national trade assocition executives from coast to coast the Wvodmen Building. It capital equipment is
leased
leasing company being forprovides a full range of each year. across
representing the 1,800 credt and Canada.
the nation.
med in 1969 after changes in
• bureau and 1,400 collection
LaMastus received a cer- brokerage services to the "from desks to airplanes to
federal laws permitted such
service offices throughout the tificate of- completion for people of Western Kentucky. aptomobtle crushers,"says A•
subsidiaries. Bank subcountry. It updates member Management If and Darry'el.'In addition to Mr. Bilbrey, the J. Desposito,
president of
sidiaries have flourished,
• executives on the most recent Lee as supervisor at a office is staffed by Betty L. Citizens Fidelity
Leasing
largely through their ability to
managerial trends and graduation banquet held at the Boston and Jack-W. Uddberg,
borrow money cheaply from
v0i)
registered representatives.
theories as well as on topics of close of the institute.
vc-rgraus wrn4 A Si4Nia their sister banks.
....mesease
.4004C11CIOd.i#4.1fv AR‘
The investment tax credit,
iLiefftrFort
;pa.ono ti4FICfrArniS
We at the
introduced in 1962, also ateras', VA AosorrA,
c
tracted more interest in
equipment leasing. While
under some circumstances,
the lessee can retain
depreciation and investment
tax credit benefits for itself,
leasing companies generally
retain these benefits and use
them to lower their own
corporate income taxes.
Contact nooroat VA off,c.
(chock your phone book) or
When the leasing company
$pcol yotorlona group.
keeps the tax advantages for
•

Businesses Turn To Leasing

r-

Credit Bureau Reps

AGENCY

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to

Sugar & Spice
Dean Ryan

1141111 Nom)
European
While
„alchemists were trying
in vain to turn base
metals into gold, the
'Chinese simply invented
paper money about 1000
A.D., and thus' turned
paper into money.

by Bill Boid

You can turn your money into more money by
opening a savings account where we'll even give
, you ilerest on yourinterest...
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THE STAFF OF WINCHESTER PRINTING
SERVICES EXPRESS IT'S APPRECIATION 4t1
TO OUR FRIENDS AND CUSTOMERS.
04y
:
DURING THE HOLIDAY SEASON WE'RE
REMINDED OF HOW THANKFUL WE
REALLY ARE
FOR THE
MURRAY
\ Winchester Services
COMMUNITY.
Murray, Ky.
753-5397

PRINTING
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"Rover WU1 Be Thaakhg"
Written By The
liontase Beefily 01
Calloway Candy

You see them all over town: drafty
dog houses with wide cracks, the open
end unprotected from the wind — dogs
chained to the houses, unable to seek
proper shelter.
No doubt owners who provide such
shelter for their pets think that they are
providing adequately for them, but a
good many of these animals will be
miserable this winter and not a few who
The usual complaint of
The complaint of the foothave survived other winters will die.
American businessmen is that wear manufacturers should at
Pets have special needs during cold
the Japanese don't buy enough least be investigated. Vast as
weather, and with winter rapidly apU.S. products — that they shut the American economy is,
proaching, now is the time for owners to
them out by means of tariffs, there is a limit to how much
give them serious consideration.
quotas and other restrictive battering the dollar can take,
Proper shelter is the most-obvious
prices.
need. A dog should have a tightlyhow much -inflation we van abconstructed house, with cracks filled in,
In an unusual switch on that sorb and how many industries
which is neither too small nor too large
refrain, the American Foot- we can watch go down the
for the size of its occupant or occupants.
wear Industries Association is drain.
If the house is too large, the dog cannot
charging that the Japanese are
heat the space with his own body heat.
making "excessive" purchases
By JOHN CUNNIPT
On the coldest nights of the winter, it
may be a good idea to put your pet
of U.S. cattle hides.
Inside the garage or an enclosed porch.
,They're coming in with all
But he may. be worse off than outside
those dollars they've earned
unless a box similar to an adequate dog
selling their products here, the
house is provided for him so that he can
shoemakers complain, and are
keep his body heat around him. Ha
buying hides at a rate that will
cannot hope to heat a large garage by
The 28th traffic accident report in the
himself.
. absorb a quarter of U.S.
city of Murray for the month of
Fire destroyed the home of Mrs.
Drafts are especially deadly to many
production this year.
Essie Blalock of near New Concord on
November was filed Nov. 23 by the
dogs which can otherwise survive
NEW YORK (AP) — Investment
Clubs indicates clubs can do better-than
The result has been a series
Nov. 21.
investigating officers of the Murray
below freezing temperatures. The open
clubs continue to be high on the shares
the averages and better also than some
of sharp increases in hide and
B. W. Edmonds, W. E. Dick, and Q.
Police
Department.
end of the dog house should face a
of International Business Machines, but
large institutions.
skin prices that has left
D. Wilson were elected as county
Deaths reported include John lane,
building or other barrier to the wind. A
they also think very highly of a few less
For the year through April 30, the
committeemen
Perry
P.
Armstrong,
for the Agriculture
Stanley
Hopkins,
domestic buyers scrambling
burlap bag or other type drape should
well known issues, such as Amcord and
NAIC survey shows, the average
Conservation Program by 'the comKenneth Edwards, Mrs. Etta T. Sanand could force up the retail
Kaneb Services.
be hung over the entrance, and a baffle
earnings rate of 231 elute was 16.26
munity committee delegates of
ctrs,
Mrs.
Herman
(Ovie)
James,
and
should be constructed so that the dog
A survey of representative clubs
percent, an achievement that most
price of U.S.-made shoes from
Calloway County.
Hallon Morgan.
can curl up away from the wind.
$2 to $8 a pair in the near future, shows they own more shares of professional investors would be inDeaths reported this week include
The
American
Red
Cross
BloodAmcord,a manufacturer of cement and
Bedding should be provided for the
clined to envy.
the association warns.
Mrs. Nellie Nance Wade, 48, Fletcher
mobile is at the Student Union Building,
dog to lie upon. Cedar shavings or an
metal buildings, and Kaneb, diversified
It's not news anymore to observe that
To add insult to injury, a lot
Bogard,62, Dr. G. P. flicks, Mrs. GWie
Murray State College, today. The
old coat or blanket will do fine, but
in energy and computer data
many smaller stocks did better than the
Cole
Suiter, 26, Peter A. Boggess, 71, J.
ROTC
Ranger
Company
is
sponsoring
of those exported hides are
bedding should be kept dean and dry or
processing, than those of any other
larger companies during that period,
B. Hendricks, Charlie Glover, and
this particular drive.
It will lose its insulative qualities. If
companies.
coming back in the form of lowbut it is worthwhile pointing out that the
James Ausie Duncan.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Doran will
Rover keeps dragging the coat outside,
Right behind them are Marion
clubs chose them by design rather than
priced footwear that competes
Students at Murray State College
celebrate their golden wedding ansecure it to the floor of the dog house
Laboratories,
accident.
North
Central
Airlines
directly with the products of
named to "Who's Who Among Students
niversary on Dec. 1.
with a broad-headed nail.
and Trinity Industries, all concerns
Through its magazine, Better
American manufacturers.
in American Colleges and Universities
Quarterback Larry Tillman conthat rarely show up as the most popular
Animals have special nutritional
Investing, and by mean* of other
were James Overby of Almo, Morris
nected on five straight passes early in
Again it seems to be a case of
needs in winter. A higher quality
choices of larger institutions, such as
educational materials, the NAIC (1515
Carter .of Mayfield, Lee Williams of
the fourth quarter to carry his Murray
the United States practicing
(higher protein and fat content) dog
mutual funds.
E.Eleven Mile Road, Royal Oak, Mich.
Paris,
Tenn., Marie Hall of LaCenter, food should be provided since they burn
State
University
teammates
80
yards
to
The clubs don't ignore the giants.
free trade while other countries
48067) propagates a philosophy of inElizabeth Williams of Clinton, ittid
a touchdown and a 17 to 14 victory over
While they don't own at many shares of
up more calories to keep warm. It is
vesting regularly, in good times and
benefit from it. The United
Lewis Applegate of Neptune, N. J.
Western
State
University
here
on
Nov.
therm,.
likely
IBM,
that your pet will require larger
Beatrice
bad,
and
of
Foods
reinvesting
and
Puler
any
earnings
to
States produces only'15 percent
Births reported this week include a
23.
quantities of food as well. Fresh water
are in the portfolios of more clubs than
take advantage of compounding.
of the total worldwide hide supboy to Mr. and Mrs. Guy Billington on
should be made available to animal's
either Amcord and Kaneb.
It also stresses an attempt to select
Nov. 22.
ply, but it accounts for 75 pertwice a day. It should be noted that as
Bet they love those smaller, fastcompanies growing more rapidly than
The Calloway County Monthly
cent of all hides on the indogs become older,they are less able to
growing companies, many of which
the economy and faster than others in
Singing will be held Nov. 27 at the
A plaque in appreciation to former
endure cold weather, and owners
haven't as yet a sufficient number of
the industry.
ternational market. Other
Calloway County Court House, aeMurray Mayor George Hart was
should watch such pets closely for signs
shares outstanding to attract — even to
The NAIC doesn't recommend
countries, notably Argentina
cording
to John Key, president.
the
Hart
presented
of
at
friends
Mr.
by
of trouble.
accommodate
the
Large
purchase of any specific stocks, but
orders of — the
and Brazil, export no hides in
Approximately 1,000 local citizens
dedication of the new Murray City Hall
If dogs are exposed to salt which has
mutual and pension funds.
through Better Investing it does publish
order to protect their domestic
augmented
by several from other cities
22.
on
served
Mr.
building
Nov.
Hart
as
been sprinkled on walks and streets,
The record shows they know what
each quarter a model portfolio of a
attended the formal opening of the new
industries.
mayor of Murray from 1937 to 1967.
owners should wash their paws to
they're doing. The latest survey by the
dozen stocks, arid each month it offers a
Bank of Murray building on Nov. 18.
Deaths reported include Edward
:"All we want," says
prevent the development of sores. Ice
National Association of Investment
stock to study.
Bacon is advertised at 22 cents per
Oswald, 77.
should not be permitted to build up
association president F. A.
pound by the Kroger Store, and SunThe Division of Children's Services of
between the pads of their pavis.
Meister, "is fairness and
burst butter at 35 cents per pound by the
Unmarried Mothers and Interstate
Pets which spend most of their time
equity. The federal government
Murray Milk Products Company.
Planning Program were discussed by
indoors do not develop full winter coats,
must ask Japan to buy. a few
Gladys Brooking, District Supervisor,
and can suffer greatly and die if the
at the meeting on Nov. 21 in Murray of
50 Years Ago
less hides and ask Argentina
owner forgets to let them back inside
the Calloway County Social Service
after their morning outing. It is always
and Brazil to sell some of their
Arrangements have been made with 'a good idea to have a tag with the
Advisory.
hides in the international
Ted Clark, William Graham, Hugh T. the N. C. and St. L Railroad for a
owner's name and address attached to
market. In our opinion this
Dear Editor:
Hurt, William E. Jackson, William N. special train to leave Paducah early on
injuries the elimination of ima pet's collar, but it is especially irnwQuiLameliorAte the current
mtirh snickering_
the morning of Nov„.40._ _to come to
Ther WPM& tO
.Jones, Ronald
Kelley, Johnny
la_k t_g--far the taxPaYers
acrImit lii the_winter, When _lap-:.
es
probleyir77
ppea1s because
ificrftlYr
.firry---lb pay for, and maybe lower frinifince'lltitiriii
peratures approach the zero mark,
meeting et the First District Education
Vance, all of Murray; have pledged
So far, however, the
rates:
the fire department is enforcing the fire
some animals tend to lose their sense of
code laws. •
Pershing Rifles at Murray_ State Association here on Nov. 30 and Dec. 1.
Thcintas Smith
ment has been.unresponsive.
smell, become disoriented, and stray
•• In Southgate, Ky, over 1,000 people
Special rates Will be allowed by the
College.
.
.Rt.
1,
Murray
away from home.. A current ID tag will
We remain_committed to the
crowded in the Beverly Hills nightclub.
The Murray State College Thorough- railroad for FDEA members._
help the police and the Humane Society
of _ free -trade--and the------rtre broke out, 165 people died..
Sealed bids for the grade and drain
breds beat Western State College 12 to 7
retirn your pet to you without delay.
belief that Americans can cornAttorneys are now having a field day.
in football at Cutchin Stadium, Murray. construction on the state highway from
Most of our consideration has been
Hams are advertised at 59 cents per Murray to the Marshall County Use
e-with-anybody on an equal Lawsuits for 81.8 billion have been filed.
given
to dogs, but cabi ind other pets
will be let on Dec. 19, according to of- 'have
Theyare attempting to sue the state
pound in the ad for Parker's Food
basis. But it seems that
essentially the same needs.
Dear
Editor:
ficials
of
Kentucky,
of
the
Campbell County, city of
Kentucky Highway •Proper consideration and care
Market this week.
everyday new evidence comes
this
I
want
you
to
thank
for
the
splendid
Southgate, the state fire marshal,
Department.
winter will insure 'their health and
into show that, in too many
coverage you gave the events leading
building inspectors, fire department,
Deaths reported this week include
happiness during this difficult season.
cases, we are trying to compete the electric power company, building
up to and including our "Ducks
Mrs. Hannah Ryan, 84, Mrs. Annie E.
Unlimited" banquet last Thursday
with one hand tied behind us.
owners, building contractors, subHelene Hatcher, assistant professor Alden, 81, and William C. Holland, 83.
There are many healthy and apnight.
contractors, electricians, building
"Proud Princess May," adhree year
of geography at Murray State College,
pealing dogs and cats, puppies and
supply firms, thirty companies who • The success of our local efforts in
will give an address on "Conservation old cow owned by Hilson Guier, has
kittens at the animal shelter which
"Ducks Unlimited" as well as many
manufactured building materials,
Education Or Tragedy" at a joint qualified as the national senior 3.year
await someone who will adopt them and
The con man was trying to hustle a
other projects in our community, is
electric wire and controls.
session of the National Council of old champion in the 305 days division of
begin a lifelong relationship of love and
naive art collector "This is the only
partly
dependent upon the support of
If any of the bartenders or bus boys
Georgraphy Teachers and the National the American Jersey Cattle Club. The
debiting in existence by Henry Wadcompanionship. Please visit the shelter
The
Murray
Ledger
&
Times.
have assets they will probably be sued.
Council for Social Studies at Chicago, cow set a record of 764.04 pounds of fat
Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to
sseirth Longfellow." "But Longfellow
Thanks again for your help.
The fire department should be
in 10 months. Guier, a member of the 4Ill., Nov. 25 to 27.
5 p.m.,Saturday from 10 to noon, or call
wps a poet — he didn't paint." "I
Sincerely,
commended for. attempting to enforce
Playing their final home football H Club, is the 15 year old son of Terry
the shelter at 759-4141. The shelter is
know," said the swindler, "that's what the fire
Gilbert L Mathis
code laws.
games for the Murray High School Guier.
-,
located at 105 East Sycamore Extended
makes it so rare."
President
J. H. Churchill was named a member
This can wean fewer deaths and
Tigers today are Capt. Eli Alexander,
in
Murray.
.•
Harry Smith, Carl E. Shroat, David of the Kentucky Baptist State Mission
Blankenship, Joe Pat Hackett, John Board at the Meeting held at HopitinIf you would like to join the Humane
Paul Butterworth, George Robert sville.
Society or would like information about
Births reported this week include a
Allbritten, Chad Stewart, and Harold
its policies and activities, please write
Miller. Murray won over Central High girl to Dr. and Mrs. A. D. Butterworth.
the Society at 105 East Sycamore
In high school basketball games,
of Nashville, Tenn., 21 to 0.
Extended, or call 753-3994.
Ann Lowry will present a program on Lynn Grove beat Sedalia by the score of
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
the "Plymouth Drama Festival" at the 25 to 9, and Faxon beat Aurora by the
meeting of the Alpha Department of the score of 43 to 14. High scorers were
Jones with 11 for Lynn Grove, Easley
eliminate
all
of
lem
in
Murray
be
the
to
would
little
Woman's Club.
balance
the
blood
pressure
in
the
two
DEAR DR. LAMB — I had
Bill Rowlett, son of John and Dorothy with 4 for Sedalia,0. Walker with 19 for
a five-hour blood sugar test canals in the ears, If that's the sugars, concentrated arms, but if the readings you
This is my beloved Son, here him! —
and it showed at the fourth true, these symptoms are sweets and the concentrated have given me are accurate
Rowlett, is a student at Vanderbilt Faxon, and Henderson with 6 for
Luke
9:35.
hout that my sugar was low not caused by low blood starches such as found in and truly representative of a
Aurora.
University, Nashville, Tenn.
white bread and bakery difference between the
enough to make me feel sugar.
Many ideologies and voices clamor
Showing
school
in
at
high
the
basketball
games
Capitol
Lynn
Theatre
is
You have described true products made with white arms, you should have a
faint. It is just the opposite
for our attention. God advises us to hear
The Fleets In!" starring Clara Bow.
Grove beat Murray Training and
more detailed medical
of a diabetic person. Would vertigo when you say that flour.
what His Son has to say. There is no
that
shift
diet
you
to
a
If
Almo.
scoots
beat
High
Benton
were
..xamination.
the
room'
moves
around you.
the," cause ringing in my ears
better
advice.
conand
eliminates
sweets
You
The
picked
the correct
false sense of motion is
Dunaway and B. Howard 9 each for
all the time and, once in a
while, dizziness so that ob- true vertigo. It is different centrated starches, this of- arm for the one which should
Lynn Grove, Steele with 9 for Murray
jects move and, when I lie from the dizziness people ten helm relieve some of the be high, and the one which
r7ilirirdy
—
Training, Adkins 20 for Benton, and
Ledger & Times
down, the room goes feel *hen they are faint or at symptoms. In your case, should be low for a relatively
Miller. 11 for Almo.
lose
to
want
you
since
uncommon
the
form
of
onset
of
a
congenifainting
epifor
three
lasts
around" This
Publisher
Walter
Apperion
or four days at a time. The sode. To give you more in- weight, it would also be tal heart disease. Actually,
raga,
El Gene McCutcheon
WRITE A LETTER
formation about this 1 am advisable to cut out obvious it's not a disease of the
The Murray lodger k Times is published
only thing that helps me
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4.(Inst.
sending you The Health Let- sources of fat. I am also heart, but a malformation in
Letters to the editor are welcomed
Antivert.
mai Day, New Years Day and Thanksgiving by
lam 5-feet-4 and weigh 140 ter number 9-10, Dizzinias sending you The Health Let- the arteries.
and encouraged. All letters must be
Murray Newspapekis, Inc.. 10,1 N 4th St.
ter number 3-9, Low Blood
Such a pressure difference
pounds. I am a 47-year-old and Vertigo.
Murray, Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
signed by the writer and the writer's
Other readers who want Sugar: Hypoglycemia, to could represent a mild conMurray. Ky 42771
female. I .rrl supposed to
address and phone number must be.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In
served by
lose weight, but I fina .: very this information can send 50 give you more information striction in the arch of the
carriers. 17 75 per month. payable in advance
for verification. The phone
included
about
that
particular
probwith
cents
a
long,
aorta
(coarctation of the
stamped.
hard to do. Would you oe
Hy mail in Calloway County and to Menlo,,,, Harnumber will not be published.
aortal. The anatomy of the
din, Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington. K
kind enough to explain this self-addressed envelope for lem.
anti
DEAR DR. LAMB - I am arms is such that this means
Pans. Buchanan and Puryear. In. $1$
Letters should be typewritten and
thing about not enough it Address your request to
20 Per
year
By
mail
to
other destinatlona, IX 00 per
me in pare of this newspa- a 25-year-old male and my the full pressure effects
double-spaced whenever possible
-sugar in my blood'
year
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio blood pressure is usually 20 from the heart beat would be
Member of Associated Press. Kentucky Press
and should be on topics of general
.DEAR READER '- You City
Association and Southern Newspaper Putighers
points higher in my right transmitted to the right
interest.
have enough different prob- 10019.Station, New York; NY arm
Asaociation
than in my left. For arm, but the arteries to the
The Asetwurted Press is exclusively entitled to
lems that it would be very
Editprs reserve the right to
A low blood sugar level example, it is usually 122/82 left arm would originate berepublish ha-al news originated by The Murray
difficult to say specifically can
cbridense
or
any
reject
letter
and
I odgeri Times as well as all other Al' news
cause a person to feel in my left arm and 145/96 in yond the mild obstruction
which problem Ls causing
TELEPHONE NUMRF:R4
limitfrequent.writers.
which symptom. Ringing in faint and have other syrnp- my right arm. Which read- and would be lower.
Rusine.ot office
753-1916
I believe you should ask
but you can have a ing should I use for my real
Address correspondence to:
Classified Advertising
the ears and dizziness being torns,
753-1916
relatively low. blood sugar blood pressure'
your doctor to refer you to a
Retail Display / Advertulink .
EditOr, The Murray Ledger &
• - • 7$34919
trusted with Antivert sug- level and have
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DEAR READER — There heart specialist for further
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Randall Under Control
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Racers'6-8 Forward Vows Just'One Good Move'This Time
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After two seasons on the Murray
Now,two days before Murray opens
Two nights later in Bowling Green, to end the season tainted an amazing
State basketball team, John Randall the Racers again trailed, this time by
year that saw Murray reverse itself its season at home against Tennessee
has proven one thing beyond a doubt -two -points with little time left. Ran- from a 9-17 mark in 75-'76. Overton
Wesleyan, Randall is sure there will
- he can make things happen on the dall managed a jump ball with a shared OVC Coach-Of-The-Year
be no repeat performance of last year. court.
"I've had to relearn the game.
Hilltopper "at Murray's free-throw -honors.
Not all good things, mind you; but circle, but before the official could
But last season was a disaster. For Coach Greene has taught me to
then Randall is the first to admit that. toss the ball, Randall whispered a
every close game Murray and concentratelOn just making the one
"That's been my main goal this question to him.
Overton had won a year earlier, good move to the basket instead of two
year," he says, "to control myself out
teams were now staging rallies of or three." That's quite a statement
tony wilson •
there."
from Randall, whose previous
their own to beat them.
That he didn't control himself at
After a December 70-62 loss to teammates often were smacked with
times was a big reason the Racers and
Missisaippi College, Randall, Bobo short, bullet passes from him that
Jackson and Lenny Barber were came from seemingly nowhere.
now-departed coach Fred Overton ran
up a 17-10 record in 1975-76, Randall's
suspended indefinitely. "Coach
"I knew I could play with these guys
first season after transfeging from
Overton felt we didn't put forth (10 newcomers, 5 returnees)," said
Cumberland Junior College. They
enough effort," recalls Randall.
Randall. "I just had to prove I could
were 9-5 in the Ohio Valley ConHe later returned, only to break his fit in."
ference, good for third place, but it
He's proven it thus • far and is a
--hand in a 63-60 loss to Eastern Kenwashow Randall.contributed that was
-tacky. -"I--hated -to-- -miss-all -those probable starter-at forward Monday:
the most interesting.
games(he played in only 12), but in a "Starting or not starting doesn't
In back-to-back league games
way,it proved to some people that the bother me," he says. "I hit want to
"I wanted to make sure it was team wasn't better off without me. play. I never knew what my irole was
against Middle Tennessee and
Western Kentucky midway through legal," said Randall. He leaped and
They didn't win when I was out, before. Pass? Shoot? I just didn't
the season, Randall single-handedly batted the ball in the direction of the
either."
know." And your role now?
saved his team from defeat. The basket. /t tottered for what seemed
Overton announced his resignation
"Coach Greene has taught me to
Racers trailed by four points against like hours before falling in - legally
effective at season's end before the take the shot that I have confidence in
Middle with 20 seconds remaining, but -and forced the game into overtime.
year was over, the Racers finished - 10-footers and.in," Randall says. "I
the 6-8 forward scored five of his own The Racers eventually won 89-87 in
with a 4-10 conference mark and Ron know it had better be good shots I'm
Greene was hired to run the Racer taking if I want to play. There's no
— in those final hectic moments, and two extra periods.
Only four straight conference losses
show.
Murray won 71-70.
doubt about that."
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Mayfield WhipsSomerset For AA Title

John Randall, hounded by teammate Barry Snow in a recent Blue Gold scrimmage, has shown he
can play with the best in his two years at Murray State. He and the Racers open their season
Monday at home against Tennessee Weslerm.

Boots Donnelly Resigns
Austin Peay Grid Post
By the Associated Press
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. Austin Peay football Coach
James "Boots" Donnelly has
resigned his job after two
years at the Governors helm,
the college's president said
Fridaynight
•
'"We hate to lose Boots -We
feet like he's done a good job
here," ,Robert- 0. Riggs;
Austin Peay president, said in.
a telephone interview.
The coach tad-Riggs UST
Wednesday that, he was
leaving Austin Peay. Donnelly
had a one-year contract at
Austin Peay through Jan. 1
along with the college's other
coaches, Riggs said.
Asked why Donnelly said he
was leaving, Riggs said,
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"Well, he just indicated he
wanted to apply for the job at
Middle Tennessee.- Of course,
he's- an alumnus of Middle
Tennessee and has a lot of
friends there."
•

reported a leading candidate
for the Blue Raider ,job,
vacated. when Ben Hurt
resigned-after the season
ended. Middle Tennessee
finished with a 1-9-1 record.

By the Associated Press
There's an old maxim that
says championship teams get
that way because Of defense.
The saying picked up more
credence during a football
doubleheader in Richmond as
Mayfield and Fort Campbell
won state football championships.
Mayfield won its second
straight Class AA title - and
its 25th consecutive game over
two seasons - with a 22-6
decision over Somerset while
Fort Campbell put the clamps
on Paintsville's high-powered
offense to claim a 15-13 win in
theClass A final.
Those games,played Friday
afternoon at Eastern Ken-.
tucky University's Hanger
Field in Richmond, settled
half of the Kentucky'football

Prep
Basketball

By tie Assixiated Press
Frkbay Ganies
"We've talked to Boots. He's
Donnelly was said to be
attending 'a high school applied and-4--- can't say
-anr1---w3s -anything furthefrt'C'harles-- wistreraty-errovaroor
forMITall Cawood 63 M.C. Napier 53
unavailable for. comment-late Murphy, Middle; Tennessee
Cordia 61 Breathitt Co 66•
Friday
director,
said
athletic
Friday night.
Estill Co 60*Jackson'to 17
Lone Jack CA, Richmond Model 46
night. '
Riggs said be has asked
Rockcastle Co 51 Lynn Camp 40 Pznottto
cent tee Ca it Austin. Peai 'athletic •Murphys5óüt38-Millard 77 Mullins 71
director, Johnny Miller, to persons applied for Hurt's job.
Pendleton Co 60 Gallatin Co 55
Warren CAnt 73 Otinstabd 61
begin looking for a new Donnelly was among those
W Hardin 103 St Ftomuald 54
Governor football coach. The who were interviewed,
Whitesburg 611 Leslie Co 96
president said he hoped to Murphy said. Lyon Co 80 Ft Quoptiel40
Magafin Co 41IMISSIM 45
The athletic director said
have Donnelly's successor on
Doss 63 Fern Creek 44
the new Blue Raider coach
board within a week or so.
Pleasure Ridge 50 Start 47
Holy Rosary 61 Southern 50
Donnelly, a former Middle may be named within the next
Valley 55 Fairdale 41
Tennessee player, has been few days.
Lea Bryant Station 54 Ironton (Ohio, 53
Bockhorn 75 Dorton 73 (1 DTI
Elkhorn City 86 Fedi Creek 75
Virgle 63 Ashland 33
Pendleton County 60, Gallatin County 55
Erlanger St Henry 52, A,lexandna
Bros...win 78
Magoffin Co 49 Prestonsburg 45
Covington Holy Cross 92, Sllver Grove 38
Girls
Boyd Co 57 Rowan Co 45
Knott Cent 66 Lee Co 61
Russell 66 Lek Tates Creek 41
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Paintsville Suffers First Defeat
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HAMBURGERS
ONION RINGS

championships.
A third title will be settled
today when No. 2 Russell
meets Woodford County in the
Class AAA championship
game at Richmond.
The Class AAAA crown goes
up for grabs on Dec.2 when St.
Xavier, the Jefferson County
champion, hosts State AAAA
titleist Lexington Tates Creek.
St. Xavier advanced with a
38-12 rout of Stuart in Friday's
Jefferson County final while
Tates Creek, a six-time lo:se
-r

•

Mayfield, 13-0 and No. I in

last year and we still have
By the Associated Press.
_ LOS ANGELES - The vivid memories of that.-There
pressure was finally off are enough reasons for us to
Southern California today in try like heck to play our best
its nationally televised game game of the year."
What happened last year
against Notre Dame, but that
didn't figure to make any will linger in the minds of
many fans of both.The
difference to the Trojans.
thef'dropped a --21VT- Fighting Irish riflettiii,4949--decisibn at Arizona State on victory.
The third-ranked Trojans,9Oct. 14, the Trojans' Rose
Bowl chances were on the line '1, were favored to avenge
for five- -straight Saturdaya.- what happened last year by 6
They responded with five• points over the eighth-rated
straight victories, including a Irish, 8-2 and winners of eight
17-10 triumph over UCLA last straight games., Because of its strong
week.
So no matter what happened showing since losses in Septoday, Southern Cal would tember to Missouri and
represent the Pacific-10 Michigan, Notre Dame will
Conference in Pasadena Jan. 1 play in the Cotton Bowl.
against the winner of today's
Michigan-Ohio State game.
But that was of little consequence.
•
"The tradition of this game
is second to none," said
Southern Cal Coach John
Robinson this week."We were
embarrassed in South Bend

the State AA rankings, relied
on its defense to protect a
narrow lead until the offense
put the decision on ice in the
final period.
We hadn't worked against
their defense," said Mayfield
Coach Jack Morris. "We
made some changes at the
half and were able to throw
the ball."
Mayfield scored the only-points it _needed early in the
first quarter when Marcus
Moss, capped a 77-yard drive
with a 45-yard scoring sprint
and John Dillar added the
extra point. Venable answered
two plays later with his touchdown run but Somerset wasn't
a factor after that.
Fort Campbell blew several
scoring opportunities before
finally scoring the decisive
points on a 22-yard Don Felder
field goal that glanced off the

upright before clearing the
crossbar.
Paintsville, losing its first
game in 12 starts, had a
chance to tie late in the game,
but a two-point conversion run
by David LeMaster was
stopped three yards short by
defensive back Tim Moody..
Paintsville was hampered by
a procedure penalty that
forced. the Tigers_ta._try_ the
conversion from the eight.
"We had to go for two
points," Paintsville Coach
Walter Brugh admitted later.
"If we had made it, it would
have been fine, but we didn't
make it. Eight yards is a lot
diffrent than three."
Fort Campbell dominated
defensively, holding Paintsville's All-State tailback B.J.
Ward to 46 yards in 17 carries
while limiting the Tigers to
just 128 yards overland.

NOTICE
lorliturray-Water-System
flash the 'fire hydrants Saturday night. November 25, 1978.. The flushing will.begin about 10:00
. p.m. and will be completed during the night. If
there is any discoloration in your water when first turned.= Sunday morning, flush well-before-- -using.
We are sorry for any inconvenience, but it is
required that we do this twice a year.

MURRAY WATER & SEWER SYSTEM

Sports Upcoming
Monday
Murray State men's gasketball vs Tennessee Wesleyan;
7:30 p.m., University Fieldhouse; general admission, $3
and $2.
Calloway County girls basketball (2-0) vs St. Mary;
Jeffrey Gymnasium; preliminary,6 p.m.
•
Tuesday
Calloway County boys basketball (1-1) vs Farmington;
Jeffrey Gymnasium; preliminary,6 p.m.
Murray High boys basketball (0-0) vs Trigg County;
Cadiz,Ky.; preliminary,6 p.m
Thursday
Murray State women's basketball (1-1) vs East Tennessee; Johnson City, Tenn.
Calloway County girls basketball vs Fulton City; Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Murray High Tiger football banquet; Colonial House
Smorgasbord, 6:30 p.m.; public invited; featured
speaker: Murray State football coach Mike Gottfried.

Coming Soon
102 North th
Feoturiog

•

Kevin Wallace scored three
touchdowns on runs of 1, 25
and 47 yards to pace the St.
Xavier rout of Stuart, while
Brian Monroe and Roy Harris
each scored on one-yard runs
to lead Tates Creek past
Franklin County.

Bowl Pressute-Off,
Trojans After Irish

The Smoke Shoppe
,sc-15171WO
753-9002
1kirth7L •

in the regular season, continued its Cindarella climb
with a 14-6 triumph over
Franklin County in the State
AAAA final.

Namebrand Pipes
Tobaccos
Imported Cigars
and Accessories
A, Om Gift Items

IT'S LATER
THAN YOU
THINK
TIME TO:
• Install Storm Doors & Windows
• Put a new roof on your house
• Insulate that ceiling or walls
• Make those small repairs before
cold weather

Murray Electric
System
401 Olive.
753-5312

-..•••••le
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Hoosiers Upset In Seawolf Classic

Wagner Stuns No. 19 Alabama

The Rowdies finished with a 6 0-2 and won the post season tournament in Murray Soccer
%,---Association play this fall. Team members ere, front row from left, Jamie Vaughan. Jeffrey
Carl Keesler, Ben Too and Nary Newton. Second row are Michael Muehlman, Shea Ellis,
Scot Butwell Bill Maddox, Mork Miller, Jay Newton, Lee McManus and Jon Muehlman. Coaches
were Dick Butwell and Bill Maddox. The squad defeated the Flyers 31 in the tourney final.

Technical Difficulties
Sixers, Bullets, Nuggets Winners
' By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
;,'..Techrucally speaking, it was
k wad night for the National
I Cesketball Association.
•;A total of 19 technical fouls
*ire called in Friday night'sne NBA games. Six teams
Were penalized once each tor
playing zone defenses:
Boston, Denver, New Jersey„
New Orleans, Phoenix and
Seattle.
Friday night's whistle spree
NA bring a total of $1,425 to
Idbgue coffers.
(Between the whistles, the
Philadelphia 76ers defeated
*San Diego Clippers 134-120,
the Washington Bullets beat
the Los Angeles Lakers 11310IK the Denver Nuggets
•seksiprised
the
Seattle
103-100, the New

O

Jerse; Nets edged the New received a mixture of boos and
Orleans Jazz 103-100, the cheers.
Julius Erving' scored 30
Boston Celtics defeated the
New York Knicks 109-98, the points as Philadelphia broke a
Cleveland Cavaliers trimmed two-game losing streak
the Indiana Pacers 104-98, the despite being without center
Detroit Pistons nipped the Caldwell Jones, who has an
Atlanta Hawks 119-117 in injured right elbow, and
overtime, the Phoenix Suns forward Bobby Jones, who
topped the Houston Rockets missed the game because his
120-4.13 and the Chicago Bulls wife gave birth to a baby boy
edged the Portland Trail earlier in the day.
Bullets 113. Lakers 103
Blazers 100-99.
Reserve forward Mitch
76ers 134, Clippers 120
A sellout crowd of 18,276 Kupchak scored a season-high
turned out at the Spectrum in 32 points and grabbed 17
Philadelphia to welcome the rebounds as Washington
return of ex-coach Gene Shoe brought a halt to Los Angeles'
and former super-sub Lloyd winning streak at 14.
Free. Free, who scored 33
Nuggets 103, Sonies 100
points, received a standing
Denver ended a six-game
ovation before the game, but losing streak as George
Shue, who guided the Sixers to McGinnis scored 23 points and
the NBA finals two years ago, Tom Boswell scored 17,
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Points to lead Long Beach past
Texas, virtually the same
team that won the National
Invitation Tournament last
year.
Some of the nation's other
ranked teams were more
fortunate.
Second-ranked
UCLA
defeated Boise State 71.69
behind a 29-point performance

tonight's finals against St.
John's, which defeated
American University 72-70 in
the other first-round game.
Alabama's upset wasn't the
only one as college basketball
opened the 1978-79 season with
a bang.
Indiana the nation's 10thranked team, was stunned by
Pepperdine 59,58 in the Sea
Wolf Classic in Anchorage,
Alaska, and sixth-ranked
Texas was beaten by Long
Beach State 76-71.
Ricardo Brown's 22-foot
field goal with seven seconds
left was the shot for Pepperdine thilt sank Indiana.
Three other games were
played in the Sea Wolf tournament:
fourth-ranked
Louisville defeated Penn State
89-58 as Darrell Griffith
scored 20 prtintk;,
1,
Carolina State whipped Texas
A&M 81-65 behind Kendal
Pinder's 22 points and Lamar
rolled past host AlaskaAnchorage 88-66 as Mike
Oliver scored 20.
Rickey Williams scored 26

By the Associated Press
STATE COLLEGE, Pa. —
The skies were cloudy, the
wind gusted up to 25 miles an
hour and played havoc with
kicks, the temperature was 39
degrees at kickoff and
dropped steadily.
A portent of approaching
winter in the wind-swept
Nittany Valley, but all in all a
beautiful Friday on the
campus of the Pennsylvania
State University.
_
"A very delightful day for
late November up here,"
Coach Joe Paterno noted.
For the fourth time in
Paterno's 13 seasons, Penn
State completed a perfect
regular season, coming from
behind to defeat arch-rival
Pitt 17-10 by scoring 10 points
in the final 5:02 on Mike
Guman's 9-yard run and Matt
Bahr's record-setting 38-yard
field goaL
Rut for the first time, the
Nittany Lions are ranked Nal
in The Associated Press poll
and will face either Alabama
orGeorgia in the Sugar Bowl
on Jan. -1:--fer tiv-zstiusive--netietriet---rattrgenational rhampionship which '
they have never won.
Paterno, of course, is hoping
to
meet second-ranked. .
Alabama . in one of those
dream post-season pairings
which the bowl tie-ups make
so difficult- to come by.
Alabama will be Penn State's
opponent if it defeats Auburn. next Saturday,' but a loss or a
tie puts No. 12 Georgia in the
Sugar Bowl as the host team.
"I don't know who well_
iilifY,'"—Tcateino said in
response to a question_about
the bowl game. -Hopefully:.."
he began,and then he stopped.
• "Well, not hopefully ... it's
been a crazy year."
But it was a year which saw
Penn State extend the nation's
longest winning streak to 18
games and close out an 11-0
regular season as the nation's
only unbeaten team.
It wasn't easy. These Penn
State-Pitt neighborhood
brawls rarely are. The Lions
ran into all sorts of problems
from an aroused Pitt defense
but took advantage of the stiff
breeze in the final period to
turn back the 15th-ranked
Panthers, who finished 8-3 and
will meet North Carolina State
in the Tangerine Bowl.
A chilled crowd of 77,465 saw
a fierce struggle which was in
doubt until the end. And after
the final gun, the bitter rivalry
was livened by angry remarks
from Pitt Coath Jackie

Sebsalbers lobe bete 0431
rft111114141 their hene-Iellvered
eery of The norm lenOpot
MINI by S:n p.w.
Friary or by 3.311 p.a ea hew.
days ere wen to NI 753.p
bowie 5:16 p.o. an 6 p.n..
flleaney Friday, or 3:311
wee 4 p.n. Seter4eys, to keen
delivery of tie ensseepor. Gee
meet he dead by 4 p.m.
orendeys er 4 pee. Sitordnet.
term*"

by Roy Hamilton; Rudy
Macklin scored 25 points and
collected 16 rebounds as No. 14
Louisiana State overpowered
St. Francis (Pa.) 112-81 and
No. 16 North Carolina won an
exhibition game from the
Polish National Team 100-67
as Mike O'Koren scored 21
points.
Elsewhere
'college

basketball, Davidson' and
Connecticut advanced to the
finals of the Charlotte
Invitational at Charlotte, N.
Davidson beat Canisius 106-99
as John Gurdy scored a
tournament-record 47 points
and Connecticut defeated
Long Island. University 84-69
behind a 23-point performance
by Corny Thompson.

Inter-Collegiate

RODEO
West Ky. Opl'esition Center
Nov. 30th, Dec. 1st & 2nd
7:30 p.m.
15 Universities

Penn Defeats Pitt,
Earns Joe Paterno
4th Perfect Season

MISS YOUR PAPER?

Just Remember

lj

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Alabama's basketball team
got caught with its points
down.'
We only put 74 points up
there," said Alabama Coach
C.M. Newton, "and that's not
enough for our type of game."
The result was one of the
more notable upsets in recent
college basketball history as
unheralded Wagner shocked
No. 19 Alabama 84-76 Friday
night in the Joe Lapchick
Memorial Tournament in New
York.
Wagner?
"You don't like to see that,"
said Newton, "because on
paper it's a team we should
beat. But, unfortunately, we
don't play on paper. It will
lake us until December to put
thtpieees-tagether-.1
'
Wagner, a little-known team
on the national - scene from
Staten Island, a New York
City borough, outrebounded
the Southeastern Conference
power 36-33.
Wagner earned a berth in

Are Entered
250 Contestants
Adults...$3.00
Students...$2.00

Sherrill charging Paterno
with 'very unethical" conduct
by insisting that the officials
inspect Pitt's cleats prior'to
the game.
The dispute had no effect on
the final outcome — Sherrill
conceded as much — but
served to heighten the bitterness between the two backyard rivals. This was a hardhitting affair between two
rugged defensive units.

*Children Under 12*
$1.00

Special Clown Act
Max & His Chimp

-*Bet a-earlyezehange of
fumbles — only the sixth
fumble lost by the Lions all
season — Penn State got a gift
touchdown when Pitt quarTrocano
terback
Rick
coughed up the football and
Rick Donaldson recovered at
the Panthers' 14. A penalty put
the ball at the 7 and four plays
later Guman scored from 3
yards out.

ROSES

•

6/yol

Pitt marched 51 yards in
nine plays in the. second
quarter, tying the score on
Trocano's 16-yard- pass to
Steve Gaustad. And the
Panthers moved in front 10-7
Mazr-.15. 4Chub
4
ihre
7•
tdhvi
4
hien
sexen plays after Dave
DeCiccio's diving interception
of a Chuck Fusina pass at the •
Penn State 211.
All that scoring was done by
the team with the wind at as
back, a pattern that continued
to the end. And Penn State had
the wind in the final period.
Ill-yard inRich
terception return, one of six
Pitt turnovers, set up Bahr's
22nd fitld goal of the season,
an NCAA record, with 2:23
remaining
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FREE
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Lakeland Outdoors
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I guess seine days yuu
guts/bed. I
had such a day Nov. 21, the
day I'd waited for for three
years.
It was my quota deer hunt
at Land Between the ,I,akes.
I'd missed out On the
drawing the past two years,
and this time I was
guaranteed a hunt.!drew an
"any deer" permit and had
decided to shoot the first
deer I saw which didn't have
spots. I like venison, and
time's drawing short to lay
back a supply for the winter.
The pyrmit was for two
days, but a heavy Thanks- ,
giving schedule intervened
to give me just one day in the
woods. Also, I hadn't had a
chance to do any recent
scouting, but I knew some
specs in LBL's Area2where I
felt there would-be deer.
4_11,413„
The alarm
sounded like a freight train
shattering my dreams. I
staggered outefbed and into
the next room where I'd laid
out my hunting clothes and
other necessary parapher•
nalia:
licenses,
knife,
LBL wildlife personnel assist in weighing and aging deer brought through the north
flashlight, string, toilet
checking station. Wildlife chief John Mechier, right, anticipates a total deer harvest
paper, blaze orange cap and
of 3-4
thousand animals from the TVA area.
vest. . .1 also had a lunch
made up the night before. I
any deer in the area
bottom and the pines offered
planned on being in the
off briefly, catching myself
bounding to parts unknown.
deer a sanctuary in which to
woods all day if necessary,
and fighting for a mental
feed, and one main, very
alertness to watch for deer. I
and I knew my appetite
One•of the hunters broke
used pathway would the
would get uncomfortably from the other two and
checked my watch every half
length ofthe opening and led
climbed a tree some 75 yards
large if I didn't take some
hour.counting down toward
into the woods where the
from me. I started to speak
provisions with me,
dark. I tried to keep my
pines Aopped. I would make
up, but more commotion
My rifle had been sighted
confidence up, believing
my stand on that corner.
would have followed, and
in, my knife sharpened and
that the best time was the
'By 1:30 p.m. I'd hiked
hunting time was almost at
map and compass tucked
last, that a deer might
back to the car, retrieved the
hand.
away. I felt I had everything
appear right as day was
stand and returned.I fitted it
I'd need for the day, and the
The morning was cloudy
giving way to dark.
to a convenient tree, worked
and the wind blew slightly,
sense of organization would
But it just didn't happen.
my way up to a high branch
just enough to make me
be a plus in my quest.
day, the only one deer
My
and settled back with
aware of a chill. I scanned
Breakfast in Grand Rivers
hunting
in LBL in three
confidence that! would see-a
followed, eggs and baron
the woods fora buck slipping
without my
years,
passed
deer, and get a shot, before
and tomatoes, pushed with
tn his bed, but the only
sighting an animal. The
dusk.
toast and washed down with
movement was that of my
story's ending isn't very
companion hunter in his
eye-opening black coffee.
. The view was commandexciting, but deer hunting is
ing. I could watch the whole
Then came the drive into
cedar tree. Each time he
'often like that, filled with
lane between the pines,and
Land Between the Lakes,the
shifted his Weight, the limb
unrewarded hours on a cold
bottom growth, and behind
$tOP at..the check station to- he wasstandingeowaved up
watching empty
stand
me the ridge climbed in a
sign in, and a chat with an
and down like a flag..
woods.
swing of open hardwoods
employee there who was
By 8:30 he'd had enough,
andareetopsfrom a previous
But it's all worth it when
working behind the counter.
and he climbed down.
that buck finally appears;
timber cutting.
"I got an 8-pointer in Area 2
Nothing.had passed, and he
the action is over fast, in a
The hours passed slowly.
last week,"'she said. "And
started walking slowly up
few seconds, earned by long
Squirrels were numerous
'there was a larger buck
the trail to the road,
hours of scouting and
and entertaining as they
running with the one I shpt.
became' disillusioned
rummaged through the
hunting and planning. It's a
That's a good area."
with the place myself an
leaves for their afternoon
solitary pursuit, and it takes
I was -right on schedule, hour later and decided to
acorns. The breeze blew as
a specialbreed of patience to
out of the check station by
scout up a new seta for the
be a good deer hunter. My
the sky clouded over, and I
4:45 a.m. I wanted to be at afternoon's hunt. I was also
buttoned my shirt atthe neck
moment wasn't to come this
my parking spot shortly after
disillusioned about deer
and turned up my collar.
particular hunt, but it might
6 a.m.,.leaving me a half
moving well. There had
be on the next.".
A couple of times I dozed
;
hour to walk to my hunting
been very few shots fired by
lotation, put up my portzlible-,,-, other hunters that morning,
stand, and climb it aplhe
and I don'tfeelthe deer were
tree some 12-16 feet. Then a
stining.
half hour would be left until
Itooknay stand back to the
Commercial _ fishermen Tennessee River peak of 9.5
-dzosztztaintthe wooda-settia----:=
l
To frit:lila-mi
caught more than 7.3 million 1-r63the ridge and came to an old
Everything went right-The TVA survey covered
pounds during 1977, the
showed
map
My
road.
found my hunting spot', catfish,
drum, carp, buffalo,
early
largest
harvest
the
since
the road running out a steep
didn't drop any of the screws
1960's. Totalvalue of the catch paddlefish, and other cornpoint
curling
down
then
and
-involved in bolting my
d
was. ALA over $2jrillknn,a mercial species.Buffalo made
-este-a bottom- I decided te
onto
-the-Tree,iffidift drop the
recently completed' TVA up the greater portion of the
found
What
look.
take
I
a
stringi'd tied onto my rifle to
catch, about 50 percent of the
survey shows.
was to my liking in terms of
draw it up once! got settled.
total weight.
West
bottom
signs.
The
deer
was
Tennessee
waters
My stand was about 15 feet
Catfish brought the best
produced the greatest volume
grown over in thick saplings
up the tree trunk, a height
price, selling at 49 cents per
of
fish,
network
brush,
and
of
and
a
2,643,452
pounds
valued
which wodld allow me to
at $730,550. East Tennessee pound compared to 26 cents a
trails let; into the tangle
command a saddle between
Fresh
droppings
waters were close behind, pound for buffalo. Catfish
were
two ridges which had a good
common, and oak trees
producing 2,157,458 pounds made up about 30 percent of
deer trail.
adjacent to the bottom grew
valued at $569,498. Alabama the catch.
Everythinggot quiet and! --like in umbrella for
The mussel harvest on the
waters produced 1,779,277
was trying to pick some
disturbed leaves where deer
pounds valued at 6%4,189, and Tennessee River amounted to
movement out of the dark
had scrounged for acorns.
Kentucky Lake produced 617 tons and was valued at
woods when what I'd feared
I followed one of the trails
771,498 pounds valued at $280,600.
happened.Three flashlights
On the Cumberland River,
through the bottom and
$276,682.
appeared-on the trail down
the TVA survey showed a fish
broke out on the other sideto
The total catch was the harvest of 786,000 pounds
which l'dc:brezr; and the men
find a pine planting on the
highest
since 1964 when valued at $223,000, and a
were talking loud,laughing,
opposite hill. An open lane of
commercial fishermen har- mussel harvest of 24 tons
-end. (I imagined) sending
some 70 yards between the
vested 8.5 million pounds. The valued at $11,270.
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FIVE POINT BUCK — Terry Orr of Route 2, Hazel, shot
this five point buck during a hunt at Natchez Trace Resetse in Tennessee recently. The buck was about one and
one half years old.

SECOND THIS YEAR — Ken Bucy took his second deer
this year when he killed this eight point, 168 pounder, in
Area 3 of LBL. He shot a doe earlier this year with a bow
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• Check station

Tennessee Rive Ash ilarwst
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BLOOD RIVER BUCK — Clay Francis (right) shot this
eight point buck, that field dressed at 175 pounds, around
Blood River. Francis is pictured with his brother Blake.
They're the sons of Mr.and Mrs. Sam Francis of Murray.

:

10 POINTER — Charles Rurkeen of Route 3, MurraN
killed this 10 pointer on a hunt in Land Between The
Lakes Nov. 13. The deer weighed 131 field dressed.

—
DRESSED AT 230 ---toydituhleroffiamlin shot this-10point buck earlier this month.- The animal field dressed at
230 pounds.

Jetty Mampia's

Fishing Line
Fishing --conditiniuritiVe- - very deep.
remained ideal through this
It seems as if every outdoor
past week for: the year round writer has had a story or two
fishermen." The water tem- about Saeger fishing.
perature ranges from 53
The way I see it is if thats
degrees to 65 degrees, surface where the action is so 011 the
to 20 feet on both Barkley and people be.
Kentucky Lakes. The level is
Hope Carleton had a tale to
always. subject to change so tell in, the last issues
-of the
right now it is 354.7 feet. j_k Happy Hunting Ground.
:alight-asurre,
nt woutd-lse----trt
One-thing'I-vault-81mM'
order and this truly improves pass on to some of you winter
the Sau.ger fishing. They minnow dii5pers and that is to
school in the eddies caused by coat your hands with a good
a current, catching mignows layer of vaseline before
and-other-foods as they drift getting on the water. Thts will by.
keep the water from reaching
Hopefully the Crappie and your skin as you dip and hook.
Stripes will feed more readily Really!
as the water temperature
The same thing applies for
remains in the mid 50's. They - your feet. It forms a layer of
are now schooling along the insulation moisture won't
ledges and dropoffs where penetrate.
they should be until late
Remember to take some
form of heatalenglhalisnl
sPring..
Bass activity has slowed but a bottle, just in case you want
hasn't quit yet. A spinnerbait to be comfortable. Also, wear
or sinall crank bait worked a life jacket at all times. The
real slow over tree tops, water is too cold to plan on
stumps and along rocky holding on to a vest or jacket
ledges should produce some and reaching shore, should
action. Lead head jigs-with a you capsize. Please be safe..
nylon rind or worm tail atHappy Fishing!
tached might work if they are

TAifffsk fiRST DAY ---Mitch- McClard, sixteen-year-old
son of Mr. and Mrs. Terry McClard is pictured with a 120
pound, six point buck taken the first day of the statewide
season in the Blood River area.

Weighed 252 — This one, shot by Marty Harper Of 1218
Dogwood Drive in Murray, weighed 252 pounds. He shot
the eight point buck in the Blood River Bottoms near New
Concoct'.
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Boat'N' Motor
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203 E. Main

24 Hour Wrecker Service

We Sell

and

2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray. Ky.

Hooks Wheel Alignment

MECROFT

753-7404
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Cain's, AMC,Jeep

Sportsmon:
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Check the values in

"Elness...
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our Sporting 'Goods Dept.
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Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6
.

•
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'%Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & fishing licenses
_
753-6.448
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753-5142

Specializing in servicing tires $ 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
410 N. 4th
In The Jackson Purchase
75:4-6;79

-We Apprerfote Your Business"

A'

900 Sycamore

Hwy.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

A
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INVESTMENT
GUARANTEE
360 NET PER WI(
PART-TIME
Our latest program in
tomatic merchandising
features the new pop-top
hot foods AU are nation•
ally -known brands such as
Heinz. Campbells Hormel
Chef Boy-Ar-Dee etc All
accounts are secured by
us in office buildings.
schools industrial plants
and hospitals in your area
We need reliable people in
your area to service these
accounts We provide sm
cured locations in your
area, investment guarantee, company financing.
wholesale outlets one
year factory warranty
parts and service You
provide 8 10 hours your
choice weekly serviceable
automobile, be ready to
stars in 30 clays. minimum
irivestment, $1000 Cali
Toll-Free, Phones Staffed
24 Hr Day
1 -8021..325-6400
OPYrator 60

PEANUTS

IstebSeleed Iletsteams
Sample
2474044

PICTNE MIS
Become a Wholesaler
of
Kodak
Film,
Eveready, Polaroid,
Westinghouse„Keystone Photo Products and
Developing. Minimum
Purchase of Product
only $5305. Call Mr.
Collins, Dept. R 112
toll-free at 800-6217725.

I. HELP WANTED

Se. SPORTS EQUIP.

36. ROWE OR LEASE

AND HE45 INTO
6ENEALOGY

1111001-111111111
Cleseilled kis!

TIRED OF the every day
job? Open your own business
one that is ready to operate,
Hazel Lumber Co, complete
with all stock and equipment,
and the buildings. DONALD
R TUCKER REALTOR, 753.4342.
TEXAS' OIL CO. needs
mature ;Arson in Murray
4. HELP WANTED
area. We train Write T.M.
$60.00 HUMOR tO graran- Dick, Box 789, Ft. Worth, TX
teed addressing envelopes.' 76101.
Immediate income! Details
$1.00. L.J. Enterprises, 47
12. INSURANCE
Main St., Langley, SC 29134.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS,
RN and LPN, all shifts, full
and part time employment,
We are now with., insolence
insurance
benefits,
paid
we meddle bones, with 3 kf.
holidays, credit union,
*eat COIEpsoks. For best
competitive salary scales,
Care Inns Inc., 4th & Ind.
roles meted Wilson InAve, Mayfield, KY., or call!.
surance sad lee Islets, 302
247 0200.
N. 1216 - 753-3263.
MAID, PART TIME. Merit
bonus plan. Apply in person
at Regal 8 Inn, 517 S. 12th. St.
Noyhone calls.

Mai
Warehouse
Steroge Specs

Fe: lent
753-4258 •
12.LIVESTO CleiVer.
FOR SALE: 10 nice pips. Call
474-2301, N oble L. Hurt
FOR SALE: feeder pigs. Call
7534468.
.
LARGE ROUND BALES of
good hay loaded on your
truck. Call 247-2699.
FOR SALE:. 14 nice pigs. Cell
474 2301, Not:del. Hurt.
FOR SALE: feeder pigs. Call
153 0468
LARGE ROUND BALES of
goOd hay loaded an your
truck. Call 247-2880.

311, PETS-SUPPLIES.
BOARDING
FOR
THE
Holidays
Now
taking
reservations, reasonable
rates and 24 hour super
vision.
Hidden
Valley
Kennels. 435-4481.
22. MUSICAL
POODLE.
BALDWIN PIANOS and MINATURE
organs, used pianos. Lonarcio Female, 9 months old. Has
shots.
had
Good with
all
Piano Co., across from Post
children. 759-4620.
Office, Paris, TN.
23. EXTERMINATING
BOARDING
FOR
THE
Holidays.
Now
taking
reservations, reasonable
rates and 24 hour supervision.
Hidden
Valley
Kennels. 435-4481.
MINATURE
POODLE.
Female, 9 months old. Has
had all shots. Good with
children. 759-4620.

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

41. PUBLIC SALES
GARAGE
SALErefridgerator, chest, chairs,
box springs, black and white
t v., books, light fixtures,
24. MISCELLANEOUS
doors, 12 old clocks, 10-speed
bike, nice
men's and
A LITTLE PUDGY - over women's clothes and lots of
weight- downright fat, you miscellaneous. 1304 Olive,
have tried everything? You Saturday Nov. 23, 9 am to 3
have
tried
behavorial pm.
modification! A new approach! For information call GARAGE
SALE759.4536.
refridgerator, chest, chairs,
box springs, black and white
Clean up and lube perFISH FOR SALE. Grain fed
t.v., books, light fixtures,
son. Apply in person at
raised catfish, all sizes, for doors, 12 old clocks, 10
-speed
eating and stocking ponds. 25 bike, nice
men's and
cents each and up. Call days women's clothes and lots
of
4374594, nights 354-6282.
miscellaneous. 1304 Olive,
SALE SKILL ROUTER, is Saturday Nov. p, 9 am to 3
hp. Model 548, 529.99. Wallin pm.
753-0632
• Hardware in Paris, TN.
43. REAL ESTATE
COMING TO MURRAY,
Dec. 3.4-5, one of America's
ACTUALV 14E'S
premiere humorist, story
teller, poet, .composer of
*Utley Auction
INTO "INTO''
We can help you buy, sell
voice and
piano, Bible
Realty Sales
or trade a home anyplace
Scholar and preacher-Dr.
INISIT UMW
Roger
N.
C
arstensen
of
Auctioneer Realtor-- •
in the USA and Canada
Athens, Georgia, at 1st.
Appraiser
Christian Church. (just off
Ph 901;479-2986 479-3711
the courtsquare) .
South Fultol Tenn
FREEZER BEEF Choice
REALTY!!!
grain fed-aged beef. Front
quarter 5.79 cents a pound,
753-1222
whole or side $.89 cents a
pound. Hind quarter 5.99
cents a pound hanging
14. WANT TO BUY
weight Food • stamps ac
WANT TO BUY good used cepted. We also do custom
moble homes. Call 502 527- slaughtering. Paris Meat
Processing, 642.8201. One
)362.
mile north of Paris on old
Murray road.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
26. Tv-RADIO
CORELLE
SALE
es.
pressionS dinnerware, 20 pc
DON'T BE MISLEAD. We
set, Wild Flower, Meadow, will meet the price of any
Professional Seavices
Indian Summer, April, or Zenith dealer of this area.
MIN The Friendly Touch '
Blue Heather. Your choice Our service makes a dif.
Jerome. Your Zenith dealer
$39.99, W akin Hardware -in
Paris, TN.
for Murray and Calloway
NEWLY LISTED Cpunfy. Tucker T.V .
641 South - 4 lots
CROCHET GIFTS, house
1914
Coldwater
Road,
(100'x375' ea.l. Only
Murray, KY.
shoes, afghans, tam sets, call
OCAShl.•A- A.11/2753-3997
FOUR ZENITH circle of
short distance from
sound speakers, 5100. 753FOR SALE: Used Singer
city limits. Maybe pur8428.
sewing machines, zig-zag, all
ehoSed as one tract or
- regular etjaAments, sews
WANT A NEW COLOR TV
perfect, futfr guarewseesty-,
COMITIEWorTER!'"Fittre-trp .
full cash pr ice, $39 50. Call
payment on this beauMr25"
sites,
building
cial
or
IF NO
Martha Hper,354-6521.
console, under warranty.
would .be ideal for
COLOR
Clayton's formerly J & B
FIREWOOD for sale Call
t
Tv
Music, Call7S3-7575..
436-3758
trailer court. Boyd
27. MOB.HOME SALES - FOR SALE: .22 cal rifle with
Majors Real Estate,
Scope 1-2--eatree--sheigurk-- tter..tefitttfittlX65-, gas,
105-N.-12th.
Small portable t. v. 753-4331.
3 bedroom, 1 bath, VOI'M
windows, canopy, service
GRANDMOTHER CLOCK.
pole, partially furnished.
_Singer .sewing machine and
Call
436-5459 or 436-5545.
cabinet,
dishwasher,
refrigerator and 10 speed
TWO-2BR Homes ready for
bike. 753-7575 and atk for
immediate
posession.
Paul.
Completely
remodeled. $..._.:
GO-CART 5 HORSEPOWER
miles N. of Murray on hwy
motor Good condition. Call
641. Call 1 474-2337 or 474753-5677
2323.
HALF PRICE SALE, Club
1972 12 X 60 trailer, unSouth 12th at Weimer'
Aluminum,!, 11
/
2
,2_, and 3 qt.
furnished, 2 BR, $4500. Calf
Covered saucepans. 10 inch
TELEPHONE 753.1051
759-4939 after 4 pm.
covered skillet, 4/
1
2 qt.
28. MOB.HOME RENTS
covered dutch oven, choice of
FOR RENT, 2 bedroom
colors. Wallin Hardware in
trailer, Shady Oak Trailer
Paris,TN.
We still have farms!
Court.
Call 489-2533.
INTERCOM, COST $76 will
One of the best in the
M. SUS. RENTALS
take $35. Plastic truck cover
county is this 88 acre
24'x24', (new 1, $35 will take
SHOPPING CENTER next
farm located west of
517.50. Cell 753 0327 day, 753
to Murray State Universit9
2523 night.
campus has building for rent.
Kirksey. There are 65
Equipped with gas heat and
2 MOBILE HOME AXLES,4
acres of tendable land
BECAUSE,AND twab,NT TO
air conditioning. Call 753 3018
tires and wheels, $125. Call
K Maw/ w/1.4 Y.;
and good fences on the
after 5 pm.
-- 753-0605.
32. APTS.FOR RENT
farm. Make your offer
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
1 BEDROOM duplex, partoday!
LIGHT OAK THREE' piece tially furnished $85 per
bedroom suite, book case
month 753.4331
headboard. Also 4 post
NICE SMALL furnished
double bed with box springs apartment, come by 1.414
and mattress Phone 492-8206 Vine St.
between 3 and 6 pm.
NUCE
FURNISHED, 1
bedroom apartment, single
only, inquire at 100S 13th St.
Sourhsrde Court Square
34, HOUSES FOR RENT
Norm,Kentucky
3 BEDROOMS, 2 baths. 2
years old. Complete 6 rooms
of furniture for sale,
IF iT COuL.D COOK
resonable. Days 437.4594
stet> MARRY ITL)
nights 354-6282.
A,

I WASHED
ALL THE
W I NI DOWS- - -

ebiE3YSITTER
FOR HIRE

-

OH,
THAT'S
GREAT

•

Professional Services
With The Friendly TouchTHRIVING
BUSINESS. . . in-eludes - inventory-

Jim Fain
Motors

gasoline,
Grocenes
also
notions
restaurant equipment
included. Call us about
additional information
on this excellent
business opportunity.
Real
Boyd-Majors
Estate,105 N. 12th,

"Who-hasjust the
home you're
looking
for? We do.

AW,YOU PONT
REALLY WANT
ME TO WAST
TIME ON THAT,
DO YOU,91R?

I CERTAINLY DO!
I WANT IT ON -MY

BY NOON-OR--HEADS WILL ROLL!.

Pordonlaman
ialiMMIl
Insurance I Reel Estate
753-4451

rwE N6vElP TAL.KED TO ME
EXCEPT To,Asec
• riAS PEADY

17. VACUUM CLEANERS
ELECTROLU X Sales and
Service in Paducah call 14136469, In Murray call Tony
Montgom
753-6760.
1..10. SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALE, Necchl zigzag
sewing machine. In real nice
Cabinet Sew perect. Full
cash price $59.50. Call 35.46521.
10. FARM EQUIP.
THERE
HE Is...
KOEP
YELL WIG

FORK LIFT FOR Case back
hoe Midwest Boom Brand,
Call 7531065
1972 MASS-E Y -COMBINE
with both headers, quick
attach 210-5 white irector,
1200 hour, 5.16 inch breaking
plows. 4 year old Inter.
national 4 row drill. 4 row
Massey cultivator. Call 753
$444.
•

Ibui

35-SPORTS
P.
11 014.TAVUS,- ", MOPEDS
Christmas special, 5399.50,
,$25. free exc essor les Murray
' Sport lb Marine, 714 54th 5t.,
753 7400

36. RENTOR LEASE
STORAGE Bicycle, mowers,
tillers,
mopeds, small
motorcycle, $3 00 month.
Large mowers, motorcycles,
55.130 month Boats, campers,
S20. up 10 X 22 Sheds, 10
cents sq. ft.-up. 733-7400.

CALLOW-AT

Waldrop Realty
In Business
Since 1956
753-S646

COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
INVITATION TO 810

The Calloway County Board of Education invites
bids on property coverage insurtnee, including
public liability on office building, for the period Dec
9,1978,to Dec. 9,1981.
Bid forms and specifications may be picked up at
the Calloway County Board of Education Office
Building at 2110 College Farm Road, Murray.
All bids MUM be in'the Calloway County Board of
Education office on or before 12:00 noon, Dec. 5.
1978
The Board reserves the right to reject any and all
bids and to waive any irregularities-in bidding.
•

3222.

TiNtSFI TH
Bring your
imagination
at this 2
located on 1
pine tree
economical
saving heat
young coup t
Call 753 14
JOBS REAL '

*01 Sycamore 753-7224

753-0111
Goy Spann 753-2507
T.C. CAM 753-5122
. loins* &Mier 7512409
Prentice Dorm 753-5723

50 ACRES FOR SALE, on
Johnny Robertson road This
development
prime
is
property, just listed. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753
1222, for all your real estate
needs.
/
2 BATH,
3 BEDROOM, 11
near town. Nice deep lot in
area of nice homes but zoned
B-3 Per the future. Ideal for
rental income. Priced at
NELSON
THE
$20,500.
SHROAT CO. REALTORS,
759.1707.

Over 3,000 sq. S. living area,
large lit on N. 16th exteedsd.
Has full Moment, Emma
gee keen, central air, 3 Webs,
recreation room, 2 firepbres.
Priced below replacement
tests. Call 753-3263.
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
Tom Herndon 7530974
Shirley Wilford 753-3043
Ales Mcleod 753-1575
1256 Street
753-3263

FOR SALE
I '12x 65 mobile

home approx. 2 years
old, 3 bedroom, 11
/
2 baths, central
heat and air, excellent condition.

Phone 753-5865 Days
or 753-9586 after 6
and On Sundays

Thill11151111110Specials
Prices Good Until Wed., Nov. 29

NEW OFFII

Monday-F

ella NUR(

Sale Site:
State Nail
(2iCat 0t(
66A13988 & I
counterweigl
straight blad
"sops cab: (3
99F 4264,991
elect. start.
41741 bucket.
pety,'609C
guards, encli
64413,4Lt• yd.
sky draglin
tracks; Mid
EXT. CON!)
yd pa
w/blade, tic
hoe, SN1997;
cat 212 good
V8 gas. 5x2 I
1970 GMC s
Diesel. 5s2
FRT., c/o, s
air slide 5th
nonce,Jnhn

PA
A UCTIC
MANA

WHAT GUIDES WEAR
...WHEN THEY CARE
Tested and proven for
,rugged durability and
comfort by men who
make their living
outdoors..
• and try on a pair

LU

Esti
Mari

8 Inch

$2
convene rsovii sown.

1.3. REAL II
BARGAIN
-DELIGHT
live near thi
'nice house
from it all?
this practi
bedroom ho
V isle. 11 ha
living mom,
full welkou'
central heat
to sell fast
pool delay.
kOPPERUI

Guy Spann
Realty

Kopperud Realty
Goes National

® KOPPERO

NANCY

43. REAL ESTATE
"••••

MEAT CUTTER fully ex'
perlenced. Coil! 362.4542
PART TIME OPENING for
sales clerk, must be waling
to work nights and weekends.
Apply in person at Me Shoe
Loft, Olympic
WANTED: SOMEONE to
live in my home and keep a
10 year old child. Call 436:
5836 until 10 PM.
Here's o fine aring outfit
WANTED:
WAITRESS
for the beginner, oldapply within Majestic Steak
nmer UV«, or for the colHouse
lector cff
White-foce
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
JOhnson radios This
VETERAN
RETIRED
reliable tube-type AC/DC
NEEDS work.Prefer janitor
5-channel Johnson Vikor inside work for the winter. •
ings Messenger con be
Call 492-11110 anytime.
used as a base Walton or
10. BUS.OPPORTUNITY
Ac.0 mobile unit
FRANCHISED
cessories include a Turner
BRUN
SWICK acre Gandy Pool
Plus Two microphone,
Table Dealers
Pinball
base antenna with pole
machines, bumper pool, 3 in.
and approximately 75' of
I.tables, card tables, foosball
RG59 coax with connectables, billiard supplies, one
tors. You con come and
and two piece cues. Service
pick
this outfit up for only
Dept. financing available,
$150. Give "Mud Duck" o
Delivery and installation
available. Rack n'Cue,601 E. 4 land line al 753-0861 after
6 p.m tWo calls after 8
14th. St., Owensboro, Ky.
pleose.
42301 Call collect 502-926-

NE'S iNTO MEDITATION,

WOODSTOCK IS
INTO MACRAME

_

43. REAL ESTATE

Work
Boot
All leather uppers, leather insole, leather Goodyear
welt, fully leather sock lining, rugged durable & long
lasting sole.

Re1K

*2299
All Leather Except Sole

rek, "t/` Casual Dress
Shoes
ctb
Reg.$32

59

2.1
3.11
into%
4.1
3.-il
6. I
when
7. A
8. I
fices,
9. A

10.
Callow
11.
12.
13.
14.
IS.

1 Group
Mens

ID
(71_4 I V
Womens
-andv Jeans
v Tops
v Shirts
v Blouses
oo Over 1//2 Price
Vernon's
Western Store
floors 8 Shoes Fro Everything Under TS...sun
753•91111.3
*snot, Ei.

9.9 thimulie.. l 4 bob
ply,* Moms
-

Mambo
Multipl
Listin,

71

fATE

OL

ESTATE
SOSO

ia I Serv ices
endly Toncir

VING
S. . . in inventory
gasoline.
also
s
equipment
all us about
information
excellent
opportunity.
Real
ors
i N. 12th.

BARGAIN
HUNTER'S
DELIGHT Would yOu like to
live near the lake or have a
nice house just to get away
from it all? Take a look at
this practically ' new two
bedroom home in Baywood
Vista. It has A nice kitchen,
living room, one bath and a
full walkout basement w.th
central heat and air Priced
4o sell fast at only $21,500.
peril delay phone us today.
,KOPPERUD REALTY, 753,222
!FINISH THIS AND SAVE!
.Bring your tool box and your
jmagination and take a look
ot this 2 bedroom home
)ocated on 1 acre lot with tall
gine
trees. Small
but
fitconomica I with energy
saving heat
Perfect for
young couple. See it today.
Call
753 1192, LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS.

43. REAL ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE

IF., YOU ARE A Luxury
homebuyer
looking for
something unique, you must
inspect this comternporary
home, sunken fireplace in
family room, fireplace in
galley kitchen, formal dining
room, 3 baths...All this on
approximately 8.8 acres. A
home well worth inquiring
about. .Call LOR ET TA JOBS
REALTORS today at 7531492.
LOG CABIN. Genuine log
cabin close to Ky. Lake.
Year round living with lots of
space. Three bedrooms and
large fireplace in living
room, one acre lot. Priced to
sell. Phone
KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753 1222. We are
members of Multiple Listing
Service

JONN C.
NEUBAUER
REALTOR
1111 Scan

LIKE BEING OUT? Enjoy
the, tranquil beauty of these
wooded lots located in
Candlelite
Estates. Build
the home of your dream
s..Cal I and let us show one of
the beautiful lots. Call 7531492,
LORETTA • JOBS
REALTORS.
MINT
COi•
it)ITION•
3
Bedroom brick in Kirksey
area. Living room, family
room, large kitchen, 2 baths.
2 car garage, outside
storage, storm cellar, new
brass pump for well and
more on 2 lovely landscaped
acres.
THE
NELSON
45. FARMS FOR SALE
SHROAT CO REALTORS,
FARMLAND-HO Acres, 100
759-1707.
tillable, 9 miles west of
Murray. Call 489 2110
JUST
REDUCED
$3,600.00!!! We have a 10
acre farm with a 3 bedroom
home lust ready for you. Call
us today for an appointment.
DONALD
TUCKEle
R
REALTOR, 753-4342.

"
fl
im 1301111-MAJORS
REAL. ESTATE
753-8080

John Smith, Realtor

753-0101 -753-7531

Con 753-7411

-Professiona Serves
With The Friendly Touch"

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
•

1. ff. living arse,
. leek extended.
sweet, central
treleir, 3 births,
pm, 2 fireplaces.
e redecitement
1,1263
753.5345
753=0971
rd 753-3043
753-1575
12th Street

2 years
central
on.

Ril

Closed All Day Wed.

Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon

Saturday 7:30 til 5:00

PRICE MAI CUT S1.50

PtICE SHAVE $1.25

1011 MOSPIS AL I NOUS( CALLS PYLONS WAD 1

Large Construction
Equipment Auction
. Murray, Kentucky

December 1, 1978, 11:00 a.m. CST
Sale Site: County Fairgrounds, 1 mile north of Murray
State Univ. on Ky. 121.

,2,('at 1) 9 G. 912 blade w/tilt. counterweight, 80% UC, Roos. SN's
66A13968 & 66A7228; (21 kamatsu 155A, raps, semi U blade w/tilt,
counterweights, 859.UC. SW's 155A10175 & 15549738; D 7; D-691."
straight blade, S 91]8059, GP bucket w/teeth & rock guards, enclosed
.rops cab: 13) cat trucks, 7698,35 ton bed, 18:33 tires, SW's 99F 4288,
99F 4264, 99F 257; INC 175C, SN 2105, 197 pedal steer, power shift,
elect, start, counterweights, 9094UC,800 hrs to new 56908 Engine,
4IN1 bucket: case D310F. SN 3018283, 2 yd bucket, hyd. 3 shank rippe,'130% tie: I 3 i cat 988 loaders, 6 yd. GP bucket w/teeth & rock
guards, enclosed rope cab, Srl's 87-A0059, 8744041, 8743930; (2) J.D.
6448,41-.. yd. bucket weeeth,enclosed rope cab,45X127437,227400; Insley dragline, 45 ft boom, li yd. bucket, 26 in. swamp pads. 16 ft.
tracks: Michigan 110, SN 414-116, 13.: yd. pan„ elevating scrapper,
EXT. COND. WA BCO elevating scrapper. Model DRAM. 471 Detroit.
13', yd pan. Power shift. SN GP630194; INC Model 25 skidder
w/blade, tires & tracks, SN HTS 11041; 1973 long 1400 Series Back
hoe, SN1997; A.C. Ad 4 grader. 12 ft. moleboat 60%. rubber, SN2094:
cat 212 good for parts of fixed for operation: 1975 ICH,Series 1600, 345
VS gas. 5x2 tran . 10:00x20 spokes, New 6 yd durnp bed, single axle:
1970 GMC single axle: 1970 (',MC single axle tractor, V6 Detroit
Diesel. 5x2 Iran. 18.5 rear axle ratio, 10:00x20 spokes, 1963 WH.
FRT., c/o, sleeper, 250 rummins engine, w/blower. RI 910, SQHD,
air slide 5th. 10:00x22 Budds: Miscellaneous items. Principal Auctioneer J oh', D'Conner, Owensboro. Ky. For further info contact •

pARKS
and

OMAHA. NEBRASKA 68137
Flyway 50 A 1-80 Junction .
PARKS
AUCTION SALES P.O. Box 37209 .
.
-- • Phone (402) 895-5664
-MANAGERS

ay. 29

YEAR
CARE

proven for
-ability and
ly men who
eir living

Ty on a pair

WANT' INCOME
PROPERTY - Close
to downtown. 2nd
floor-living rm., kitchen -din in g,
2
bedroom & bath, carpeted. 1st floor not
completed - Could
make apartment or
sleeping rooms - only
$23,000. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.

209 Walnut Street .

KW OFFICE NOUNS

44. LOTS FOR SALE
I,4 ACRE LOT near Kentucky
Lake. _Call Chuck Thurman,
759.1477, Chilton & Hance
Realty.
LOTS FOR SALE. Complete
with septic system. Water,
electric and driveway for
mobile home or house. Near
Kentucky Lake, $42.50 per
month with 51,000 clown. Cad
502-474-27111.
LOTS FOR SALE. 6 miles
west of Murray. Call 489
2110.
LOT FOR SALE. Zoned for
duplex Call 753 8067 after 5
pm.

I

46. HOMES FOR SALE
BRICK 3 BE IYROOM, 1 bath,
all nese storms and carport.
College Farm Road Call 753
BRICK 3 BEDROOM. 1 bath,
all new storms and carport
College Farm Road Call 753
7909
CONSTRUCTION. 3, 3 BR
houses. You buy and finish or
will finish to suit buyer. Call
489 2110.
COMPLETELY
REMODELED; 2 bedroom
home, now being offered for
sale for less than $20,000. 6
miles north on hwy
Call
474-2337 or /74-2323.
.
3 BEDROOM, nice location,
chain link fence, good neighbors. This would make a nice
retirement home or for
couples lust starting out.
Miller Real Estate. 753-506/
or 753 8298. Call about this
one!

That Personal Touch See...

Thornton Tile
& Marble
"Quality That Will Please'•
612 So. 9th
753-5719

KOPPERUD REALTY
GOES NATIONAL
-.Last week we -anftounood- ow membership-in- North-America's -largest-Reai
Estate Marketing Service, the HOMES FOR LIVING NETWORK. Our expanded Marketing Service includes the following:

8 Inch

Work
Boot

ler Goodyear

urable & long

t
2
99
Is

ii Weis

loes

1. Ws are treader specialists distributing thouscutds of HOME Fort LIVING magazines
monthly locally and coast to coast.
2. A firm with RELIABLE EXPERIENCE.
3. In addition to local newspapers, we advertise your property in picture form locally and
internationally. No advertising tells a story as graphically as a picture!
4. Use of extensive radio and TV advertising.
S. A conveniently located modern office with plenty of parking. Open 6 daysliir weA.
6. A staff of full time sales associates ready to serve you at a moment's notice (not
when they get off their "main" job).
7. A formal and complete training program for the soles force.
8. Enlists the services of over 950 HOMES FOR LIVING members representing 2000 offices, 9000 communities, 25,000 associates, to sell your property.
9. An exclusive network of referring Realtors to assist you with your next move.
10. Membership with the leading National Multiple Listing System as well as MurrayCalloway iounty Board of Realtors Multiple Listing Service.
11. Cooperation with all Realtors in the sale of your property.
12. Heavy emphasis on advertising and public relations.
13. A 24-Hour telephone answering service.
14. Membership in maior local, state and national real estate organizations.
15. Licensed to buy and sell Real Estate in both Ky. and Tenn.

ask
your

•rice

FENCE SALES at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310 for
free estimates for your
needs
DO YOU
need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 4351343

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

Stereo • ecialists

BARKLEY LAKE Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
eramic baths, huge utility room, 2
ireplaces, futly carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
• 110,000.

Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9th, Owensboro,Ky.42301

PHONE
502-685-4961

JOHN SMITH, REALTOR - GALLERY OF HOMES

Enjoy the colorful fall in this home surrounded
by trees, sitting on hill in the country. Six miles
from town plus five acres. Home may be bought
with or without furniture. Owner leaving town.
Give us a call today.

_ Wantsomet'hing different? Then take a look at a
e1'rarTge:-This-3-BW,Tbath home offers
a different rustic design that helps you enjoy the
surrounding country. Only minutes from town.-- $47,900.

OWNER FINANCING POSSIBLE
WALK to the lake from this-rustic home in Lake.
Forrest Sub. You'll enjoy the heavily wooded lot
from the 1st floor patio or the deck off the master
R. If you're looking for-a year around 3 BR home near the lake just call us.,

EXTRA EXTRAS
NeWIWing.Extremely nice 3 BR,2'12 bath brick
home located near Calloway-Graves Co. Line on
121 W. Energy efficienrreat pump. Fireplace
with heatolator, extra insulation & therma pane
windows. Only 1 yr. old & offered at only $45,500.

SPECIAL
'18 COUGAR IR7
Leeks I drives breed sew,
low miles, loaded with extras, comfort routine, dill
in warranty. Will sell Sr
trad, on. MOO

FIX-ER-UPPERS!!! Here's that old house to
challenge your creative abilities. 4 acres, well
- and septic tank. The home Site is prettier than
the picture! It'll take §pme work. Asking $12,500.

50. USED TR UCKS
1971 CHEVROLET pickup,
307 engine, straight shift,
good condition, $1250. Call
474-2355.
1974 CHEVROLET CUSTOM
Deluxe Pick-Up. Extra good.
Power and air. AM FAA tape
player. $2450. Call 489-2595.
1967 FORD
PICKUP. 8
cylinder. Straight shift, with
camper top. In good cdndi tion,$750. 436-5541.

WE CAN HELP YOU BUY, SELL OR TRADE
A HOME ANYPLACE IN THE USA AND CANADA

Member
Multiple
Listing

1/hil SIJ
Very nice. $650 753-7581 after
4 pm.

DRIVEWAYS & PARKING
areas white rocked and
graded Free estimates, Cell
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429
after 4 pm.
DOES YOUR
SEWING
machine need service If so,
call 3546521.

53. SERVICES OFFEREDBYARS BROTHERS & So
General home remodeling
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters-4513d..coofing. Call i
1954967 or 1 -3624895.
CARPET CLEANING, .t
reasonable rates. Prom*
and efficient service. Custoes
Carpet Care. 489-3771.
•
CHIMNEY C LEANING,7-ain
caps installed, minor repair
References furnished. Cab
the Chimney experts. Magic
Hat Chimney, Sweeps, 7304878.
CAN'T GET those small jobs
around the house or mobile
home done? C a rpehtry,
painting,
plumbing.
aluminum
siding, patios,
small concrete jobs, call 4362562 after 5 pm.
CHILD
KEPT It MY
HOME. 2 to 4 years old, full
time. Call 7538262.

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
Trick or Treat. Next Halloween you can give all the kids apples from your back yard orchard. In
the meantime you can enjoy this 3 BR brick on •
Kirkwood pr:si near Murray High. Possession
with Deed. Offered at $39,900.

604 South 12th Street
Phone (502)751-7114
• Nhorruy, Keefe& y 42071

FREE

111

Duses

49, USEDCARS
1973 AMC HORNET, 2-door,
6 cylinder automatic with
power and air. Has 4 new
tires $750. Also a rough 1972
Datsun pickup. S350. Phone 1354-6217.
1969 BUICK LESABRE good condition, $400 or best offer.
Call 527-3205.
1972 CADILLAC SEDAN
DEVILLE. Loaded with
equipment, steel belted
radial tires, a real go:et-car,
$1350. Call 1-354-6217.
1976
GAMER°
V-8
automatic, air. 759-45441
after6 pm.
1975 CONTINENTAL /DOOR, one owner. Kentucky
car, extra clean, gold and
white. Call 436,2127.
1977 FIAT X 1-9, one owner.
25-30 mpg. Can be seen at
B&B brokers on South 12th.
753-4389.
1973 HONDA, automatic,
$1200 or best offer. Call 7536531 pr 759-1155
1974 MUSTANG II. Like new
condition, $1300, 1803 College
Farm Road.
1971 MONTE CAA LQ, triple
black, AM stero-tape. Good
tires & in good condition. 753
9793 or 753-5094
1972 PLYMOVT+4 FURY III.
awl condition. easter and
"&g95. '1974, • Pihte1Automatic,5895. 489-2595.
1977 S--10 DATSUN hatchback, 5-speed, air, AMFM,like new. Call 753-9951.

$3. SERVICES OFFERED

for

magazine

pans
Ps
iirts

FOR ALL
YOUR Small
concrete, carpertiry,- pain
ting and plumbing lobs, call
753 0646 after 5 pm. Free
estimates
_GLLT.T.F_RiNG BY _SEARS,
Sears continuous gutters
installed
per
your
specifications. Call Sears
• 753-2310 for free estimates.
GLASS WORK. Auto glass,
storm windows and doors
repaired. Complete line of
/1 glass and aluminum store
front work. Also small Mime
inprovpment jobs M & G
Complete G lass, 816 Coldwater Rd. 753-0180.
INSULATION! BLOWN IN,
fiberglass. Call 759-1820 after
5 pm. Call 1-247 8986 collect.
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
est irfrefee
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and sewer
cleaning. Ca11153-7203.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,
52. BOATS & MOTORS
44. HOMES FOR SALE
call Ernest White, 753-0605.
16 FT JON BOAT, 40 hp
CARPET
LEE'S
FOR SALE: New 3 BR brick. Johnson
with
CLEANING, vibra back
Central heat and air, car- duck blind, $800 removable
or best offer.
steam
dry
cleaning,
peted, 5 miles west of Call 767-2)55.
•
references
.Reasonable
Murray. C an move now. Call
rates,
estimates.
free
Call
4892110.
$3. SERVICES OFFERED
753-M27.
FOR SALE BY OWNER. 3
NEED TREES cut?, Landolt
BR, 2 bath, large family NEED FIRE WOOD? Call
Tree Service. Call George
room, split
level entry. George Landoll at 753-8170.
Landolt, 753.8170.
Carpet throughout, well NEED FIREWOOD? Order
insulated
with
Andersen now all oak- S25-rick. Call
windows, brick and wOod. John Boyer at 753-8536,,
Approximately 16 acres, 8
PIANO TUN NO and repair.
miles north of Murray. Nice Call Jee Jackson
at Chuck's
FOR
quiet area. Widow leaving Music Center, 753-3682 or 753YOUR
state. Call 753-2810.
7149 after 6 pm.
DRIVEWAY
WHITE
NICE 2 BEDROOM house, ROOFING,
excellent
large living room, kitchen, references.
ROCK
Rip-Rap,
Call
753-1486
bath, garage with storage. between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
Lime,
Sand,
753.2770
Shelley.
ask for
REDUCED
ANOTHER
Decorative
rock,
ROOFING,
or
FLAT
OR
$1000. 2
bedroom, white SHINGLES. Waterproofing
frame house in good location. and mobile homes. 15 years
Septic Rock Needs.
All appliances and draperies experience.435-4173.
Call or see Roger
go with house. Call 753.9934
SMALL DOZER-Spreading,
after 3:30 pm.
Hudson, 753-4545
leveling. back filling. Call
47. MOTORCYCLES
753.7370.
or
753-6763.
1972 SL-350 H QN DA. Has new
TREE
T RIMING
and
tires and
battery, good removal. Free estimates.
mechanical condition. Call Call /36-2294 after 5 pm.
492-8102.

"GET COMFORTABLE, DEAR,THE
CHILDREN WANT TO SHOW `OU
wi-IAT -THEY WANT OR CHRISTMAS

Custom Designed and Manufactured
To Fit Your Individual Needs
With Colors To Match Any Decor.
For

$3. SERVICES OFFERED

KOPPERUD
REALTY

REALTOR'

1970 FORD, good condition,
Sifit0 Call 753 5749
1965 INTER NATIONAL 2 ton
truck, flat dump Call 436
2744.
51. CAMPER $
1979 MODELS ARRIVING,
come out and take a look.
White's Cam per sores, your
local
Starcraft -dealer
Complete line of parts and
accessories. Nor toxic an
tifreeze 53.99 per gal.
Located 4 m iles from Murray
on 94 East. C all 753 0605.
hiret3
77kMPE
,Cereiper-defeei -eirre-errhvor-er
Murray, K y. 753-0605.

REDUCEDight000,$42460 WOO $37,500
SHARP 3 BR brick in tip-top condition. Located
only minutes from town and near Oaks Country
Club. 2/3 acre lot helps add that spacious feeling.
Immediate Possession.

TIRED OF RENTING?
Think you can't buy at today's prices,then take a
look at this home on the southside of town. Home
is very well kept, has gas heat and at a
reasonable price. Let us show you this today.
Reduced to $18,750.

caig,ife
or FHOMESe
NEW LISTING
Beautiful wooded t'2 acre lot with custom built
home. Featuring 2 bedrooms, living room, and
'
with formal dining room. Also has central heat and aieand sinkls argaragg,IDSVC__
-7-41,
4h000t- ------••- .
•'7 -•-•-•-=---

• _• •.___ '. ._ • - - .

Call
753-7411
(Anytime!)
Or Call_

John Smith
Realtor

Linda McKinney-73-8567
Cynthia 6amble-759-1396
Bill Hcfson- 759-4531
Ron faieft
3-919.4

...•••■1111.•

I
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I Funerals 1
Aide Adams Dies
Thursday; Funeral

Grace Baptists To

Firsts Baptists To

Hear Rev. Burpoe

Hear Dr. Whittaker

Speak On Sunday

The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker,
pastor 'of the First flaptist
Church, will, speak at 10:45
a.m. and 7 p.m. worship
services on Sunday, Nov. 36,
at the church.

The Grace Baptist Church,
617 South Ninth Street,
Murray, will hold regular
worship services on Sunday,
Nov. 26, at 10:45 a.m. and 5:30
p.m. with the pastor, the Rev.
R. J. Burpoe,&stile speaker.
Ronald Hardison, music
director, will direct the song
service 'and also present
special music. Organist will
be Dwane Jones and pianist
will be Anita Underhill.
Sunday School will be at 9 45
a.m. with Steve Smotherman
as superintendent.
Nursery workers will be
Gail Workman, Hazel Ray,
Billie Ray, Dean Downey, and
Sylvia Rickman. Minibus
driver will be Clifton Jones
and blue bus driver will be
Jimmy Hale. For bus information, persons may call
Don Hale 753-3063.
Prayer service and youth
study group will be at 7 p.m.
on Wednesday.
_
The flowers in the sanctuary
on Sunday will be in honor of
the Rev. and Mrs. R. J.
Burpoe on their 37th wedding
anniversary
by
their
daughters. Glynda
and
Marsha,and families.

Night To Be Held On Tuesday
At Sinking Spring Baptist Church
the church having the largest
number present, and also to
the church having the highest
percentage of attendance.

A special "Id" Night will be
held by the Blood Raver
Baptist
Association
on
Tuesday, Nov. 211, at 7 p.m. at
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.

Demonstrations of the
Sword Drill and the Speakers
Special • music will be _
Ske.aker fr the evening will. Tournament-will -ba prawnpresented by the Carillon Bell
be the Rev. Herstuill Morgan, ted.
Choir and the Church Choir, pastor of the First
Baptist
directed by Wayne Halley, Church, Benton.
Mete Adams of Farmington
The
Rev.
Lawson
minister of music, with Joan
Route 1 died Thursday
Dr. Ken Winters, Chureh Williamson, pastor of the host
Bowker as organist and Vicki Training Union Director
morning at the Crestwood
at the church and the associational
Sorrow as pianist:
Nursing Home, Mayfield. He
First Baptist Church, Murray, church training director, urge
was a retired farmer and was
will also speak at the Tuesday the men of all churches in thg
At the evening service
79 years of age.
association to attend the "M"
meeting
Eleanor Mills will sing a solo.
Mr. Adams is survived by
night program.
Plaques
will
presente
be
d
to
Randy Sorrow, minister of
his wife, Mrs. Earnestine
youth, and Ronald Churchill,
Adams; two sons, Richard
STUDY BACTERIA. GERMS — As a climax to the unit on bacteria and germs at
East
deacon of the week, will assist
Adams, Farmuigton, and
Elementary, second grade students at the school churned butter. Milk Was brought
in the services.
by
Farley J. Adams,Cocoa, Fla.;
Jimmy Stahler from his parents' dairy farm. Students let the milk set at room
Sunday School will be at 9:30
temtwo daughters, Mrs. James
perature until soured and then churned it. The result to the amazement of the children
a.m. and Church Training at 6
Reynolds, Mayfield, and Mrs.
- butter. Shown churning butter aboxe(from left)is Renae Uzzle, Jimmy Stahler, Bennie
p.m. on Sunday.
Norris McNeely, Cocoa, Fla.;
ACROSS
Cushman, Billy Sanderson, Jennifer Parker and Tammy Robinson. And in the
3 Snake
Answer To Friday's Puzzle
picture
one brother, J. -C. Adams,
4 Twirled
1 Neither
below, students look at the finithed product. From left, is Kevin Wheatle
y, Alisha
Mayfield; two sisters, Mrs.
5 Dance
1 Rascal
Boggess. Julie Morrison, Melissa Hic ks and Bryan luffman.
6 Wonder
9 Elfin
John Prince, Detroit, Mich.,
7 Myself
12 FunctiorC_
and Mrs. Hollis Stpry,
13 Force
8 Sham
trJU
Mayfield; 10 grandchildren;
titKIEJ U0151 Dnar;
9 Playing —
14 Noun suffix
five great grandchildren.
15 Poseidon
10 Ever: Poet
COUC GOMM
The funeral will be held
11 Time peri17 Pitchers
WM WOW
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
19 Chinese
ods: Abbr.
MOM] UMW
group
the Byrn Funeral Home,
MUM OW WOLA
16 Japanned
20 Type style:
Mayfield, with John Hoover
LIUU 00000
tin
U. S. Congressman Carroll
Abbr.
LU WOWUUNIU UM
officiating. Burial will follow
18 Ebb
Hubbard will speak to the 21 Canvas
MUUMUU OUL1000
20 Adjective
in the Farmington Cemetery.
Murray Rotary Club on 23 Climbed
A N
LWOW
suffix
Thursday, Nov. 30, at a noon 27 French city
21
Biblical
Oregon city 36
dess
luncheon at the Colonial House 29 Polynesian
22 Sphere
name
46 Steal
god
Smorgasbord here.
24 — pigeon
30 Proceed
38 Power
47 Swiss river
25 Heron
Hubbard,
source:
representing 31 Mets' star,
48 Greek letter
26
Portals
Abbr.
with 39
Kentucky First Congressional
49 Silkworm
28 Rac7r
40' Animal
Across
50 Pop
District, is an associate whip
33
Eye
41 Key
32 Ponds
53 Symbol for
in the House leadership.
34 Having folds 45 Greek god34 — and con
nickel
Rep. Hubbard has revealed 35 Printer's
1
2
3
4
0
5
7
8
9
Joe C. Williford of Murray
10 II
plans to announce his can- 36 measure
Hence
Route 1 died Friday at 8:40
The Rev. Dr. David C. Roos,
didacy for the governorship of 37 Fisherman
12
II,
14
a.m. at the Army Hospital at minister of the First Christian
Kentucky in a series of press 39.Se 31
15
16
17 13
Fort Campbell. He was 62 Church, will speak at the 10:45
conferences scheduled for
Across
years of age.
19
a.m. worship services on
42 "— go.
Dec. 11.
20
Mets!“
The deceased had retired Sunday, Nov. 26.
21 22
23 24
25 26
43 Sea eagle
from the United States Army
Margaret Porter will be
44 Mets' home
27
28
29
after 22 years of service.. He choir director with Maxine
30
46 Moroccan
was a member 'of the West Clark as'organist. Betty-Gore
31
37 33
city
14
Fork Baptist Church and of will be worship leader with
48 Chose
35
36
the Loyal Order of the Moose, Amy Roos as candle lighter,
51 Paddle
3738I
52
Go
Murray ladge, No. mu.
in
39
Bonnie Douglas and Joyce
40
111
411
42
54 Time period
Herndon as greeters,_ and
43
The
'First
5145
Presbyt
erian
everybody else, but how can 55 Garment:
Born April V. 1916, in Benita Greer in charge of the
By AGNES T. HOOPER
Church, Main and 16th
Abbr.
you do that?" Gibson said
46 la
Lewiston, N. C., he SVEI,S the nursery.
Associated Press Writer
49
The Rev. Jerrell White,
56 Lasso
Streets, Murray, will hear the
61
III
earlier
this
son of the late Arthur irillifOrd
week.
NEWAR
K,
"The
N.J.
tiolice
(AP)
—
It's
Elders serving will be Dr. A. pastor,
51
57
Perform
ed
pastor
of the Memorial 9 p.m.
the Rev., R. E.
and Winnie Elizabeth Jenigan H. Tisworth and Frank
in the downtown section department accounts- for DOWN—
Rabatin, speak on the subject, Baptist Church, Mainrand 10th
Williford.
of New Jersey's largest city. nearly one-fourth of our total 1 -Sister
Wainscott. Voris Wells, Jim "A
Universe of Possibility," Streets, Murray, will speak at The
Survivors include his wife, Boone, Dr. Ron Cella, Darrel
stores closed hours ago. operating budget. It's the 2 Chemical
at
the
10:45 a.m. worship the 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m. Workers
Mrs. Wanda Lawson Williford, McFerron, and Fred Wells
suffix
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc
have left city jobs for largest single department, so
worship services on Sunday,
services on Sunday, Nov. 26.
to whom he was married on will be deacons serving.
suburban homes. Welcome to it sustains the largest cut."
His scripture reading will be Nov. 26, at the church.
Sept. 15, 1949; two daughters,
Possumato's union began its
what Newark policemen call
Sunday School will be at 9:30
Mason Billington, deacon of
campaign more than a week
Mrs. Dale Marsha Bucy, a.m., and Vespers at 6 p.m. on from Acts 17:24-28:
"Fear City."
"Monday ef74 Tuesday"
The Church Choir, directed the week, will assist in the
Murray Route 1. and Miss Sunday.
The police, many facing ago, handing out flyers that
by Lisa Slater with Steve services.
say
"Welco
Barbara Williford, Bolivar,
me to Fear City."
Dec.
31
layoffs,
Marge _ Hays will be the
are
The Sanctuary Choir,
Tenn.; one son, Tony official church visitor for the Clark as organist, will present
The leaflets, distributed to
capitalizing on the city's high
directed
special
by J. T. Lee with
music.
.
bus riders and motorists
Williford, Murray Route 1; week.
crime rate to warn people the
one sister,, ,Mrs. Percy__The general mPeting of the-1 Church Sehool will be at 9:30 Margaret Wilkins as organist cornimmity_ will be unsafe if during rush hour traffic, say
*SUPER DELICIOUS
and Sharon Owens 8
on Sunday.
- 1-pianist Mayor
(Margaret) Mitchell, Ahoski, Christian
• the city is the "crime capital
Kenneth
A.
Gibson
Women's
,The youth Group will meet - will present special music_
N. C.; half-brother, Joseph S. _Fellowship-7 , will be held
furloughs 260 of the 1,400- - of New JerseY.'.'
•
sunday at7 p.m.
•
Church Teaching with
_ The police say the city with'
'Sellers, Edgewater, Md.; two Tuesday 4.7 p.m. with Mrs
Member
force.
*SOUTHERN
_
Elbert Thomason as director_
gsanddaughters, Sarah and C. Lowry as guest speaker.
"We're looking to get more about 350,000 residents is first
will
be
at 9:40 a.m., and
Ash
C,arol
ley
Bucy.
.
cops. and they just keep taking in the state in murder, rape,
•
Med
Church Training .with J. I.
robbery, burglary and auto
Funeral arrangements- are
them away from us," said
Lee as director will be at 6
EVERYDAY SEVEN SEAS FEATURES
theft.
incomplete, but friends may_
II
__Irtgeiebrated
Thomas Possumato, president
on SundaK..
reterneKtrberce
CeinfraWsrica4.4=s—
nnouncement luls been
Funeral owe -after 1 p
.hat
Med --dflia-Resei)47
'
Poll-re
•
01101-b *
'made that the pastor has been
today !Saturday).
•
members to take cuts in pay'
"People
are
saying
to
leave
•
- recently appointed and mthe police intact and cut ranging'from $50 to $100 a
Fish Fillet under 6 years
Free
stalled as a member of the
•
month to delay___._..,_
the layoffs
__ _ _ _ __
Church- Relation-8 Council W---Ittshfittet 4-10 yaws
Union offieials, however, say
99
Holy Communion will be Campbellsville . Baptist
they
ey won't gnaloag- with-the"Thanksgiving. __DemonOft
10 years & under....99
-celebrated at the 8:30 a.m. College:Campbellsville.
proposal.
strated" will be the subject of
On Wednesday the various
services on Sunday, Nov. 26,
Hushpuppies, French Fries & Slaw should put more cops
the sermon by John Dale at
mission -organizations and
on, that's what they need, he
the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. wor- at St. John's Episcopal
Salad Bar — :50 with meal
prayer meeting will be at 7
added.
ship services on Sunday, Nov. Church, Main and Broach
p.m.
ilkeweemeess mewsmaloots,.
The city, which employs
26. at the Seventh and Poplar Streets, with the pastor, the
W. Welcome The Opportunity to Demonstrate our
5,000 people, also is laying off
_
Church of Christ. His scrip- Rev. Stephet), Davenport,serwce
_oridriospitoloy
the celebrant.
Dr. .ffloward Keller, a about 250. other
Mrs. Mike tteath,,77, died at ture will be from Psalm 100.
municipal-- Acolytes serving will be
pro-lessor of Russian and employees to close a $10
•
Opwr 4P.M.Each Day
His subject at the 6 p.m.
3:20 a.m. today at Westview
Duncan
linguisti
Hart,
cs at Murray State million gap caused by the loss
Samar
Nursing Home in Murray. services will be "Bigger Men
University, has just released a of federal anti-recession
Mah-oo
.
Mrs. Heath is survived by her for Better Churches" with his foud, and George Moore.
Steve
Hale
monogra
and
ph.
Bill
Kyle
will
funds. The city says it has to
husband, Mike Heath. The scripture from Acts 20:28-32.
Entitled "New Perspectives shave $3.7 million from next
couple's home is Foa, ' Assisting in the.services will be lay readers. Ushers will be
on Teaching Vocabulary" and year's police department
be Johnny Bohannon, Jerry Bill Tolley and Margy Bur- •
Meadows Trailer Court.
Hwy 641 N Mugroy. Ky
published by the Center for budget.
Mrs. Heath is also survived Bolls, Don A. Moseley, Jon T. chfield.
The
Rev.
Robert
E. Farless
Morning Prayer will be at
Applied Linguistics,
by a daughter, Mrs. Cynthia Carpenter, Larry Evans, Ted
will speak on the subject,"Not Arlingto
n, Va., the 30-page,
Klose, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.; Howard, Stafford Curd, Gary 9:45 a.m. and Church School Good If Detache
d" at the 8:45 specialized publication deals
two sons, Glen Heath of Royal Lamb, Bob Lax, Nicky Ryan, _ and Adult Classes will be at 11 and 10:50 a.m.
worship serwith teaching techniques in all
Oak, Mich.; and Larry Heath Vernon-Anderson, and Mike a.m. on Sunday.
At the services last Sunday. vices on Sunday, Nov. 26. ,at languages, citing examples
Lyons.
of Detroit; one brother, Pack
the First United Methodist
for French,German, Russian,
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